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S~B Head Raps ·
Law School

•

·ProtestedP' ofessor
Remains at Howard

•

'

b 1 Gail Scotton
Hilltop Staff Writer
'' Instead

of train.ing Black Jaw

. l

stu'dents to deal with other Blacks,
too

many

teaching
>

of

law

our

as

would

at

Harvard. These instructions are good
but ' they do not prepare Howard' .

•
•

Fre~dom?

I

University Jaw students to deal with
the problems of an oppressed people

I

He

stated

also

that the
r"!quirement by law to increase the
enrollment of Whites in Black Schools
~ ~s ia ,means of ending discrimination
1s 1rroneous.
M:Ctonnell was eleated president
of ~he SBA in the April elections
' a l png with Camilla Aings.
·vic,e-president; Jenice R. Golsom,
•
se retary; and Christopher Driver,
treasurer. The SBA is the governing
st ric'ture of the ent ir'e student body
of l the Law . School with two
rerpr esen tatives from each class
elected to the Board of Go.vernors.

I

•

•

by Titilayo
Hiiitop News.Editor

(News Analysis.) ~

· Black people," said Gregory R.
McConnell, newly' elected president
of jth~ Student Bar Association.

.

f

Academic

instructors ar e

they

.

Kousoulas

.byfT:~:i!:~

in

•

•

•

\

6.8

Hillltop Staff Writerl.._.

Seven years after students
derh.anded his im·ru.ediate ouster ,
0 i m i t rious Kousoulas, William
Shockl~y·, and Frances We1sing. like • Professor D imi t~ ios George
other pr o fes s ors, all walk the · Kousoulas (a contributor to the 1968
Greek constitution) is "Still at
tightrope of academic. freedom.
'
Howard .
.
For Kousoulas and Shockley,
reaching the other side has been a
fv1 any students assumed 'that
- Kousoulas had been removed after
graceful und e rtaking with full
'
I
protectio11 ot speech life and
th~ 1968 protest which called 1 for
I· liberty. It 'seems Wel ~i~g's j~urney
Howard to be transformed into a
•
Blakk irisiitution.
has been a nightmare! of acaderf!ic
1
~ini.s te~ Abdul Halim Farakhan, of the Nation of Islam at dinner in his honor, i:irior to his
suppression and instabil'ity.
Professor' Kousouias, who is still
1nsp1rat1onal address last night in Cramton auditorium before the Howard community ·-On
th~ '' Evolution of the Nation of Islam ." Pictured above are Earl F~rguson HUSA President,
an I instru ctor in political scie'n ce,
Kousoulas, a tenured Greek
Min. Farakhan, ·and Luther Brown LASC President. Stor'f next week·
came to How<:1rd in 1960. He began
J)rofessor in Howard's Political
~
Photo by Gordon Barnaby
•
•
as an assistant professor and became
Science Department v.-aS a consultant
in .writing of the 1968 Greek
an ssOciate professor in 1965.
'
Constit ut ion. That document
From 1967 to 1970. He served as
(particularlY Articles 1,7,9, and 14)
defcrtmental chairman .
ccording to Mike Hauis, a
clearly falls under the l~ bel ''fascist''
thi d-year Howard Jaw· student : th~
ir,i that freedom of speech, religion ,
by Rosalyn Gist
protesting students in the Spring of
I and press are denied. {See adjaCent
Hiiitop Staff Writer
19PB wanted Kousoulas removed
story).
froh-i Howard. Ko1,1soulas allegedly
Hi s Qook titled In_ Government
''We cannot afford to participate
recruited only white faculty
and Politics is now the official texb
in the Bicentennial party," says
The 30-man committee, ''not
government a·nd pr.ivate businesses.
'
members to the department. Another
I
for
introductory·
courses
in
political
Jeanne -Marie Miller , chairperson of
connectr.rl
formally with any
Concerning the programs, ;he
malor complaint was against his 'llSe
science.
the Howard University Bicentennial
national or local group," according
said that all departmental chairmeri
of ! a text he had written, In
Shockley, a -Stanford University
Committee, noting that
to Mille r, is composed of
anddeanshavebeencontactedclnd
Gwernment · and Politics. Students
professor kno~n for . his racialist
'.'celebration'' is not in Howard's
repre.sentatives from the various
that tf-)ey ar-e to involve faculty and
tak.ing his course said they felt they
schools and colleges. tlcc
sturl~ ! ltS. She ad(Jed ~ hatvvhif e ''the
theories, is a propone11t of Black
t/1crne, ''The Black Presence in t/1e
were· b~ing µrogrammed with ' h is
' univer.s ity-wide institutes and
planning is being done in the
inferiority based on so-called
United .State$ from 1776 to 1976."
ideflS.
!
research centers, the administratioic,
departments, individuals can se·n_...in.
' 's upportive \' genetic fin dings. A
Accord ing to Miller, the
} n response to 1the charges;
·
I
"
"
'
w
h
i
t
e
femalewhosawthe
•
Studnt
Committee believes tha't Howard
e
governmen t , an dh
1 e various
proposa s, student organizations ' can
Kopso ulas replied that he ''made an
'd
d
'
·
· ·
··..·
Welsing - Shurk
Camp us-w1 eme 1a.
should ''participate, yes, but on our
part1c1pate,
and stude'ht
" l-ey de. bate on
effort. to get more Black professors."
_The Committee's objectives a~e to
participation, especial ly on the
televiSion's Black Journal in 1974
own ·level." She explained that
~ t 1mu Jate t ~e development and -2partmental level is encouraged."
wrote Stanford 1 University asking
Howard wi ll be ''pcirticipating, but
1mplementat1 ?n of Bicentennial
The activities . will span from
that Shockley be fired because of his
really showing that the revolution for
•
programs among all units on campus,
ovember 1975 to December 1976. . _theories . ·
Black people is not over."
to coordinate programs, to help
Atti-the present time there are about
Robert Roseilzweig, a Stanfo·rd
Miller said she bel ieves that ''we as
public~ze programs, and to help
50 definite programs. About 21 units
official repl ied '' I won't give you a
Black p,eople owe it to ourselves'' to
relate them to the commun ity .
have .responded and many are stjll
speech on academic freedom
ernphasize .our contributions to
''We are not a funding-com planning programs. The deadline for
because, what you .would have us do
America , and that Howard, as the
mittee," said Miller. She said each
programs is Nov . 15. Most of the~eems to me to violate an ever:i more
Ieading Black institut ion with a
unit is responsible fOr funding tlieir
activities will be .free. A brochure is
fundamental freedom, namely, that
rt'IUltitude of Black expertise, has to
programs. How ever, funds are
scheduled to appear in January,
of any American to promote in
take the lead and emphasize the
ava i lable from the federal
listing the events.
lawful ways whatever vie\'VS he may
contributions of Black people.
have on whatever subject.''
•
(see page 4)
Stanford pointed out the danger
.
'
of university o r· ind ividual action to
EileQnf.QUghf '
abridge the free speech of a facul ty
-~
Prof. Dibitrios George KouSoulas
'
Hilltop Staff Writer
member. The concept
·of a uhiversity
~
Photo by Paul Green
is to promote free ideas. Such is t he
'
Valeri~ Andrews, gradu ate student
Or. Marino Mesidor, she learned that
Almost 600,000 peasan ts are
Paula D. McClain, president of the
hallmark of true learning.
of the School of Humar::J Ecology,
•
almost half of the annual deathsl in
repor'tedly starving in Haiti. while 20
Graduate Students Association . of
Th e free flow of ideas and
'
M.U ., visited Haiti during the last
Ha iti consist of children under five
of the island's leading businessmen
Poliiical Science added that there
information is yi tal where one seeks
two
weeks
of
August
and
spoke
to
years
of
age,
and
that
this
category
have 'allegedly been arrested for
were 12 white professors jn political
true e~ucat i on. 1 To the oppressed it is
doctors
and
nurses
in
the
BureaU
of
stealing food sent from abroad to
scie .nce during Kousoulas'
a matter of life pnd death.
(Contint1ed 011 Paqe 2)
Nutrition ~ During an interview with
relieve the famine .
chairmaryship. Now that number is
Frances Welsing, author of. The
The once ''prosperous Pearl of the
down to five.
Cress Theory of Color.Confrontation
Antilles'', and the island where the
On the question of students
and Racism attempted to set forth
1
most in1pactful slave revolt was
JSA (
demanding his .removal , Kousoulas
• her ideas and opinions just as stated
stJged in the seventeenth century, ~ 1--~.-~~ I
I '•lhere was never a demand that
Kousoulas and Shockley had done ..:.
Haiti has been stricken with drought
'C LA f'\ 'C '
l be ,ousted from my position. I was
with futl Constitutional rights.
•'
fo r the past year, according to
1~ ~.\
reapi;>ointed for another three years,
OCtFll'.
Her
theory
is
t!iat
white
various reports .
\)
but l ref~ . I had not take~ my
Sl!p remecy deve l oped as a
The Northwest peninsula is the
sabaticaj Fcause taking it would've
psychological
defense
mechanism
C.UBA
hardest-hit area, bu t fa m ine
brokkn my duties ·as department
. of ''numerica·'! inadequacy''
'
1
because
conditions are spreading across the ,
chair man .''
' .
•
of whites and the ''ina bility of whites
north of the island . People as. well as ·
Dr.
Vincent
Brown, Presently ' a '
.HAIT
I
to
produce
COior."
jLike
that
of
livestock have ' already died from the
pol i t~ cal science instfuctor, was Dean
PlJ£Rta
R11:a
Shoc
kley,
her
belief
is
a
''theo
ry
of
''catastrophe''. the Intercontinental
of Uiberal Arts JUiy 1, 1968-June
D.
1
s~ci et al dynar:ilcs." ~j ke Ko~soulas'
Press reported.
30, 1,971.
oorr11n1(Rr\
JFf'll
MIPV~ l:£.
theory of pot1t1cal scr~nce, Welsing's
Although the famine has afflicted
•
Asked if Kousoula's had been
'·'-...:·;.-·~
1
is
a
theory
of
beh~vioral
science.
the island for almOst a year now,
i-emoved, Dr. Brown commerited
CARl!ili£Fll\ 5€A
•
'
Each
has
an
inalienable
right
t
o
his
or
Haiti's -President-for-life Jean-Claude ·
''He was not ousted; he resigned as
1
her o wn opinion.
''Baby Doc '' Duvalier did not
' "
chairman, and took his sabatical
Howard
Un
iversity
,
established
in
officia l ly declare a ''food
•
during 1970-1971. _It was when
1867,
is
itself
a
reaction
to
the
denial
emergency '' till the end of May.
Kousoulas was on leave that students
of
Black
academic
pu
rsuit
in
white
a_c cording to a story in the
believed he had been removed." ~ .
Manchester Guardian, June 28_
(Conti11ued on Page 3)
'
(Contin11ed on Page 3)
.
The a r rest of 20 · leading
•
businessmen and the chief of the
capital's (Port-au .Prince) customs
bureau , four week s after the
by Mike Alexander
·
and other minorities."
announcement of the emergency
this country,.. "
Hilltop Staff Writer
,Among the many topics being
,
program, ''is regarded as more o f a
The current Presi d~nt of the NBL ~
''We cannot let the fear · of
Dr. Berkeley G. Burrell, explained in
scapegoat to appease the ai d bodies
The Diamond anniversary
discussed by Black businessmen from
co nfr o ntati on, nor timidity in
a statement th_at economic equality
rather than a display of honesty by
convention of the National Business
around the country were '' Iner.eased
attempting what seems impos/i ble,
was tt:ie major issue at this year's
the Duvalier regime which has itself
League is schedul ed to close thi s
Federal Government Commitment
1
imp e de ou r progression ..." he
Jong been involved in food
confe rence_ ''because fiv.e percent .of
weekend in Boston after fo ur days of
To Parity," ''Legislative lniti atiVes
continue'd.
the famil ies in. America control
profiteering," Greg Chambe rl ai n, the
discussions and lectures Oft this year's
for Econo,mic Parity," ''Capital
Burr e ll , whose 1many duties
nearly ninety-five percent of the
Guardian reporter said .
theme, ''Unity for Economic Parity.' '.
Development for Growth," an d ''The
include Vice Chairman of . the
wealth in thi's cou n·try."
Haiti occupies the western ·third
The convention, held in the city
Role of Communications."
''B lack Americans represent ,, President's Advisory Council. on
of Hi spaniola, and shares this second
where the NBL was founded, began
The long list of guest speakers agd
Minorit y Ent e rpr ises, Burrell's
thirteen percent of the population
largest of the Caribbean islands with
Wednesday, October 8 and is
panalists included representatiyeS
Superb Cleaners, and President of
yet coll ectively account for a meager
the Do!llini can Republ ic.
r
scheduled to end tomorrow. A
from government agencies and major
Merchant Prince Corporation, . said
seven pe rcent of the total money
It is about the size o~ the state of
convention brochure stated that
corporations, as well as universitY
minorii1Y businesses ·must seize their
1ncome. Minorities 'rep're sent
Maryl.and. Ninety percent of the
since the League's inception 75 years
presidents and professors, politicians
just' s~are of the $5 .5 trillioh i1
seventeen percent , yet account for
5,000,000 people are Black; ninety
ago, it ,has been ''ded icated to
from all levels, and . representatives
business receipts projected for U.S.
only fou r percent of the more than
per<1nt of the total population is
promoting the financial and
fron; · ~umerous groups a nd
businesses by the year 2000,
twelve million. business enterprises in
rura l.
commercial development of Blacks
organ1,zat1ons.
.
'
.

.

1

1

'
Bicentennial Party for · H.U.

r'

'

I

l.-

1

Gregory R. McConnell

~he

present admi~istrfu'ion of the
Student Bar Association (SBA} at
Howard University Law School plans
to implement a two-fold progr;am
this year dealing "wi ~h internal ·a11d
exte rnal affairs, according to
McC011nell
SBA is not onty demandin
changes in the administration and th
quality of instruction by the facult
but is also seeking a tota
commitment of all ·HU law studen
to' resolving community problems. h
'
' added_
~

Student Reps
Plan Events
The Und ergratluate Studen
Association (UGSAJ and the Libera
Arts Student- Council (LASC
reportedly are planning this year'
events with the intent to revive th
''save and change'' attitude o
Caf11pUS.
!This summer UGSA and LAS
insti tuted the Howard Universit
\ Stude n t Govern m ent Researc
Institute. Presently , UGSA i
instituting a Black Male and Femal
Semina.f', the Comn1ittee fa
Concerned Students, variou
publications. A Gripe/Suggestiop
Box System, speakers, and oth r
.
.
seminars .
UGSA is con tinu ing its Stude
classes, a speed reading program,
concerts, dances. mov ie series,
anrfual picnic, and an awards
banquet .
(
According to UGSA coordinator~ ,
Steve Poston, ' he wants to ''chafige
the minds Of the people in t ·
com m unity'' through affirmati
action programs in cpnj unction wit
community organizaJions.
He asserted that ''to save an
change Black sc h~t s you must Sa
and change Black communities. ·

aP

•

(Contir111ed on Page 2)

•

Monday, Oct. 13
Legal Holiday

famine Hits
,.

Pl

,

.,,

,

•

i::

~

•

,,

.

National Business League. Calls for .Economic Parity .
I

.

•

Haiti

0

· by Rosalyn Gist
Hilltop Staff Writer

No School
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Registration
Materials
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A stu d erit c hapter of t he
A inerican S peech and Hea~i hg
Association , known as the Nati' at
'
Student Speech and Hear i g
' Association (NSSHA ), has be n
established on th is cam Pus and is
recruiti11g new members. Altho~~h
the association was organized ifiy
speech pathology-audi ology maf'Ors.
non·speech m ajors are encouraged ~o
join. Mee tings are, held bi -month.I)' ~ n
the Classroom West Traior, School of
Comm~nication every o ther Friday
a t 12 :00 noan.
· Informati o n contaCt DeOorah
Puryea r at 797-1970.
+.

'

I

Black Woman's
United Front

,

/I

HOTLINE is all about helpirlg
you.

636-6878

Security Tip
The month of October will show

~o you like to write, ' draw, design
interesting layouts , and meet
interesting people?
CONTRIBUTE YOUR TIME AND
TALENTS TO THIS YEAR'S
YEARBOOK! Positions open on all
staffs:
- - -- -- Pho·tography

1

•

information.

Bison

Student Speech_and
Hearing Association

The Black. Woman's United F ~ont
will hold its 2nd National Assem bly
1neet111g, 12 no on, October 25, in
Atlanta Georgia at the Paul L.
Dur1bar Neigh borhood Cen te r, 477
Winsor Drive, S.W.
Th e part icipants from261cx;:als
o rgar1ized througho4t 16 states,
vvorne11 (and men ) wi ll "be engaging in
a11 all ·day discussion of the Princ iples
o f Ur1ity of the orga nizati on.
Locals a r e o rganizi.ng
transportation fo r the trip to Atlan'ta
so for fu rther in formation call (201)
621 ·23 00 o r your lo~al Black
Women's United Front .

latch on the outside of the vehicle
take extra preventative methods for
securing your battery.
•

I. HOUSING FORUM
The D .C. Survival Project

- -- - - - Copy

sponsoring a forum on housing
prob_lems in Washington D.C. on

- - - - - - Academics
- -- - - - Sports

'

- - - - - - Organizations
- - - - - - Layout

'

- - -- - - Art'

Call the Bison office after three at
636· 7870 or leave your name
number, and interest in the BISON
box in the Office of Student Lite.

OAS Elections
.

Saturday October 25, 1975, from 10
a.m. to 2 p.m. at the School of
Religi~ the Pratt Room. The
-Forum is being held as an attempt to
address the housing problems facing
D.C. ) citizens. Invited participants .
include the various housing agencies
within the District of Columpia ·
Gov~rnment,
com munity
organizations and other interested·
groups. For further i(lformation,
please contact Keith Walker of the
D.C. ·Surviv31 Project.

'

The Howard University
Association of Veteran Students will
hold a meeting today at 1 p.m. The
meeting will be held in room 115,
Student Life Building (Cook Hall) .
Urgent business will be discussed at
this meeting. All H.U. Vets are urged
to attend. Active duty personnel
attending classes at H.U . are cordially
.

.

.

.

lf:'IVtted~

AND VOTER MOBILIZATION
PROJECT
On ·Tuesday November 4 , 1975,
electiqns will be ha.Id for the Bo'ard
of Education here in D.C. The D.C .
Survival Project is organizing
students and other interested pei-sons
or groups to work in this upcoming
eiectiOn.
. Work areas include : Political
Education, voter mobilization, and
distribution of voter information .
StudentS and otlier interested people
wi 11 also be ne eded to do
door-to-door canvassi ng, to work on
~a phone bank, and to transport
people to the polls.
If you are interested and are

Rec Schedule
).
BL/RR GYM So,uth Gym
6:00- 9:30 MWF
12: 00- 4:30 : Sat., Sun. North
Gym
O:Op- 9:30 M.on - Fri.
12 :00- 4:00 Sat., Sun. Handball
Courts.
6 :00- 9 :00 Mon - Fri.
12:00- 4 :00 ,Sat ., Sun. Weight
•Room \
6 :06- 9 :00 Mon - Fri. Swimming
Pool
7:0©- 0 :30 TTh
•
7:00- 9 :30 Faculty Night Fri.
12 :00- 4:00 Sat., Sun, ANNEX
GYM Swimming Pool
5 :00- 9:30 Mon· Fri .
· 12:00- 5:00 Sat., Sun. Main Gym
5:00- 9:30 Mon - Fri.
·
12:00- 5:00 Sat., Suh. OUTSIDE
Cxcling
1
11 :00- 5:00 Sat .. Suri .
1. Slimnastics Club - Monday and
Wednesday. 5:00- 6:30 p.m. - Burr
Building , Lower Gl'{nmasium .
. (5 : 00 - 5 :3 0 - · fre e' workout) ;
(5 :30- 6:30 - Supervised exercises)
F~~ further ir\forma_tion, contact ,
Debbie Johnson on 636-7142.
2~ Fencing Club - T uesday and
Thursday - 12 :00 · noon - 1 p.m .
First Meeting : October. 14 i975 in
the Burr Bldg. - rylain Gym .
' Contact : Debbie Johnson
(636-7142) .

I

·

The Organization of Afrikan
Stude·nts elected new officers and
discussed alleged misuse of fu nds"by
last year's administration during a
meeting last Friday.
.The new officers elected were
Robert Boyd, PreSident; Alhati Faal,
vice -president; Sosnat Asarat,
treasurer; Harry Orsonsaye, fublic
also accounted for one rr;iil lion of the
Relatio,ns; and Sidiki, Secretary.
~s land' s population.
I
The financial committee, set up
Statistics recqrded by
.the last meeting, presented a report
international organizatidns such as
on the group's funds. According to a
the World Bank and the World
spokesman, the committee was able
Health Organization show that the
to obtain the OAS bankbook and
average annual income in Haiti is $60
copies of the requ.isitions made by
to $70. illiteracy rate is 90% and the
' the UGSA for the OAS. Through
I average life expectancy is 34 years.
1
studies made of these documents, the
Of the $30 -million national
committee concluded that all
budget , fifty ·five percent was spent
• transactions pertain.ing to last year's
on national defense. five1percent on
Afr ikan Experience Project are the
•
health
and th ree percent. on
responsibilities of the OAS former
educati o n. Recently , teri percent of
President , Ade ..li.gunbiade and the
the budget w a s spent on a
UGSA.
mausoleum in honor of '' Papa Doc,"
All bills for the projeCt should
former president and father of the
also go to ft.gunbiade and UGSA, the '
present President Duvalier,.
commi't tee ~aid.
.
The report suggested that all
People on the rest .o f1 the island
·
be
d by the
have reportedly been unaware Of the
approve
.
.
f uture pro1ects
b d bef
be·n
c
·
d
out
drought
in
the northwest, because
1
1
0
genderah
Y
odr:
g ar~t•te be/' lack of roads affo r.d no acbess to that
an t at a stan 1ng comm1 ee
.
.
,,.
., ·s of the. area . According to Miss Alil drews, 1n
created to oversee th e aCt on
.
. . .
.
..
·
b d Th
omm 'ttee was 'i Ha1t1 there 1s no mob1l1ty through
executive o y.
e c
1
.
instructed to continue investigating
towns , ~nd the northwestern area is
.
· t
t.
of th 74 75
totally isolated from the rest of the
a II f 1nanc1a1 ransac ions
e ,.
1
country .
school year .
,
The Haitian EmbassY in
Washington was hesitant to, comment
Happy Birthday Paulette
on the existing drought. ~t later the
from Hilltop Staff
Press Attache disclosed that recent

at

9

I

1

1

j

•

'

l

.
p
.
V 1ctor erlo. a highl.Y respected

.'

and widely read Marxist economist
and author of numerous lx>oks on
' problems in tl:ie U.S .' will
economic
speak Tuesday, October 14 at 7 :30
p.m. D1onation $2; students , and
unemployed $1.
·
This lecture is part of the Fall
series of classes at . the
Cabral - Tubman Center for
Marxistl-Leninist Education 2327
•
18th Street N.W. For further
information about this and other
classes offered at the Center call
332-2075 or 270-3109.
'

Car Wash
.

•

'

•

THE HOWARD UN.IV<EASITY
sc HqOL OF ENGINEERING'S
STUDENT COUNCIL

I

•

is sponsoring a

•

CAA WASH

'OCTOBER

11, 1975
SAT . 8 A.M .-5 P.M .

•

ONLY $1.50

2300 Georgia Ave., N.W.
•'

.

•

Between Engineering and
Architecture
,

I

continued •rs

.

•
'

'.

•

page 1 -

.

rain had somewhat reli.eve th~ ar!'!a.
''A crop is expected i~ two
I
·
1
months. l.things are going_ better," he
said. '
I
J
'

I·

-

1Student

Rep~' -

Jontinued from page 1
host the N~tional
A~soc j at i on of
Black Student
Econom i c s Caucus and the
All - A f r ~ k a n
Stu de'nt Association
Conference . During · homecoming
UGSA will also have an International
.
'
.
Cultu r al Festival ''Whole Earth
Celebration ' ' tci ''enrich students on
an in_ternation.al perspective si~ce this
is a9'i~ternation.al university'' Po~ton t
commented.
"
~
Accbrding to Pr;sident · Luther
Brown! the LASC is ' ''stressing the
high·est! level of. student participatioO
possibl~ '' and working to ••strengthen
'
its co"1munity role.''
The - LASC met with D.q. high 1
sch oOI student leader$ and
representatives • on• campus last
Thursday, to ''lay forth
Task
Force'', and to discuss the pr'oposal
of a Student Leadership Con~erence
sponsofed by L.A.S.C.
.
UGSA will

!

•

•

a

•

Quality Entertainment appearing
at :

•

Appointments may be made through
The Career Services Office

Marxist Economist

Haiti

II. POLITICAL EDUCATION

Veteran Students

'

.

,

A rep resentative of the Stanford Graduate School of
Bus iness will be on campus to discUss With interested
st;i dents the exceptional educational opportunity of
the Stanford MBA Pro gram.

•

is

REPRESENTATIVE
COMING TO CAMPUS
WEDNESDAY-, OCTOBER 22

•

,.

who drive vehicles with the hood

D.C. Survival Project

Stanford MBA··
.

an increase of larcenies from
privately-owned vehicles, and the
items taken will most likely be your
battery . Always with the advent of
cold weather, the theft of batteries
increase. It is advisable that persons

- -- - - - Class

I
~·

concerned about the quality of the
ei::lucation that our children have
been receiving, then it is important
that we elect people to the Board of
Education that will be responsive to
the needs of the community. For
further· information please contact
Jerry Burden at the D.C. Survival
Project.
111. FOOD AND
CLOTHING DRIVE
From October 25 to January 15,
the D.C. Survival Pro ject will, be
organizing a city-wide coalition of
organizations and people to coliect
food and to raise money for needy
people here in D.C. If you Of your
group or organization will be
interested in participating in this
worthwhile invo lveme~t, please
contact · Vette O'Neal at the D'.C.
Survival Project Office.
1
The D .C. Sur.viva! Project · ~
located in room 280 Cook Hall, thk
Office of Student Life. If you ar~
interested in these programs ot any
other community programs
spo nsored ·by ·the D.C. Survival
Project, please drop by our office or
call 636-6914 or 6915.

Did you call us today??
Howard University HOTL!NE is
read>{. willing, and able to talk to
you. Call HOTLINE-636-6878 for
telephone counseling, referrals. and

Zeta Phi Beta Sorority .
presents a ·
Rape seminar
October 15, 1975
7:30- 9:30 p.m.
Locke H'all No. 105
Speakers from .D.C. Sex Squad
-. and
Rape Crisis Center
If you think it won't happen ...
IT PAOBABL Y WILL!

l

.

-Hotline

Rape

If y o u hav e not re·ceive
registrati on materials via mail
Oc to ber 16, 1975, be certain
r1ol ify the Office of the Registrcir f
t/1is fact. You may obtain duplica~
material s at window No .• 1, Office of
the Registrar, 128 Mordecai Johnsor
Bui! d ing, withi n twenty -four hou rs
of your request .
Why wait in line for classes in
January ?
j
Pre,·register tod~y. in order to 9lt
the cl~ss'es that you Want at the times .
you wan t them .

I

•

THE SAGITTARIUS
OCT. 10-11
D.C. ARMORY - OCT. 18

The Stanford MBA program is a two-year general
rna nagement course of studies designed for highly
qualified men and women who have majored in
.
.
'
li bera l arts, humanities, science, or engineering, and
wish to develop management skills to meet the broad
respo nsibilities which wiU be required in both the
pri vate and public sectors in the future .

.

. (!kd o#tda

•

- ~~
for information call:
Perk 483-4856
Elmo 387-6783

•

THE STANFORD UNIVERSITY
GRADUATE SCHOOL OF BUSINESS
Stanford, California 94305
•

RESEARCH

r

-

Thousands of Topics

•

•

Send for your up-to-date, 160·
page, mail order catalog. Enclose
$1 .00 to cover postage and
handling .
•

RESEARCH ASSISTANCE, INC.
1132210AHOAVE.,# 206
LOS ANqELES, CALIF. 90025
(2131 477-8474
Our research papen are sold for
research purposes only.

•s

women's sizes

26·54 waist
14·20 pe~k
30-50 chest

3·20

-=--1--

-·

•

men's sizes

The ' General Store

f/~
~~

2424 18th Street, N.W.
Walhington, O.C. 20009
At 18th & Columbiii R<>11d in
the heart of Adams Morpn
discount prices
e11sh only
667·0449

••,,,

'

FORMERLY TY'S DISCOUNT RECORDS
•

REGULAR 6.98 LIST LP
4.99 OUR PRICE
1

AleuM"oi:m'~~~;.w i~:ew3:75
The Jungle
UNIVERSAL DISCO 45 .65
Gladys Knight and Pips Second AnniveJllrv
SUNDAY SPECIAL LP .,.75
~n

•

\

FEATURING . A •NEW• SELECTION OF
GOSPEL , ROCK BLUES JAZZ AND SOUL
HOURS 11-1 MON THRU THURS/ 11-9 FRI AND SAT/ 12 .. 5 SUN

2438 18tll St NW

94 , 96.

9,~.

R -2. / .. 2.

AMERICAN FAMILY PLANNINtJ
SERVICES
LOCAL ABORTION &
BIRTH CONTROL FACILITIES
CALL TOLL FREE ,
1 ·800·523·5101 DAILY

Lite is precious ...
give it a chance
•

Alternatives to Abortion

-- - -

•

Mon .· Frl. 12·6;
Sat . 11 ·6. ,

232-3990

IRING THIS AD DURING SEPT AND RECEIVE AN ADDITIONAL 10"
ON ANY ~4~9~9:Jill'c.:;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;::..

•

8 11.1•·.1 .- ./U. ./2; ././, 9fJ.

I

~

•

•

•

I

•

•

-

'

I

'

I

•
•
•
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continued from page 1

eye on afri.k a

\

•

universities. More than 100 years
late~, by dismissing a noted black
author and theorist, lt is proving
what has been said throughout
history. That is: Blacks have rio
rights that the law (and society) is
bol!nd to respect, whether they be 6f
education, · housing, religion, or
thou{/1t.
>-.__
•1
The fact that Kousoulas is alldwed
to ref11ain at this University while
Wei si ng's contract was terminated
runs contrary to Howard's publicly
established policy of being the
'' Bastion of Black Education."
President James Cheek defends the
ri!tlt to· ·freely pursue knowledge
almost every Convocation Day as
well as in many student handbooks.
If Howard can tire Welsing
because of her beliefs and Stanford
can keep Shockley inspite of his,

'

By: Sam lfeagwu

I·

J

r I

\

Azania •
(South Afrika)
T'rla n s k·ei

The

A f ri kan

''Homeland'' will become
in dependent lon October 26 next
year, Transkei Premier Chief Kaiser
Matanzima said in .Umtata over 1the
weekend. The Transkei, si tuated ' on
the Indian Ocean and sharing a
• common frontier with Lesotho, ri ll
t:J the first of the eight Bantusta~s in
Azania ~(South Africa) to be granted
in dependence under the 'Nhite

•

minority
policy.

Tanzania

•

Angola '
•

The Popular Movement for the
Libe·ration of Angola (MPLA) says it
is determined to take power on
November 11 when Portugal is
expected to officially grant
independence to the territory .
A new MPLA coordinating bo~y
based in Port1,.1gal s~id last week that
the MPLA now controlled two-thirds
of Angola or 12 of its 16 provinces.
The Portuguese High ·Commissioner
in Angola recently said Portugal
might· postpone handing over power
in· Angola unless the United Nation s
•
agreed that MPLA alone represents
the entire ~ngolan populatiOn.

Ethiopia

Ghana
Following the 10 percent increase
in oil prices announced by the
Organization of Petroleum Exporting .
Countries (OPEC), the Ghanaian
government has banned the use of
petrol by private vehicles from 6
p.m. Saturdays to 6 p.m. Sundays, to
conserve fuel. The measure,
explained in a government statement,
took · effect last weekend. The
government says it has decided not
•
to pass on the price increase to
consumers, estimated to be about 5
to 6 million pounds sterling.

Unclassifieds
TRAVEL!-~J .-EARN- MONEY!.-.~

•

continued from page 1 · .

'

Kousoulas' presence at Howard
was also questioned by students
· because of his affiliation vJith the
1968 Greek Constitution.
Paragraph 1 of that Article. one of
the more controversial sections,
stated that ''Everyone has .the right
of self-development providing it does
n_ot offend the. ri~hts of others,_,
violate the Const1tut1on or the moral
law_..
\.),

Kousoulas denies direct "affiliation
with the 1968 Constitution. He
commented, ''When the m'ilitary
came to ·power in 1967, I wrote an
article that all the military coUld .do
was prepare a Constitution, 'not . a
dictatorship. The rliilitary asked me
for my ideas as to
a
constitution should -provide." .
H
dd d ''I
th

Somalia
Fifty-two prisoners, most of them
·· former senior civil servants, have
been freed from jail by Somali Head
of State, Major General Mohammed
Siad Barre, to celebrate ld-El· Fitr,
the end of the Moslem fasting
month. The names of those released
were published 1n government
newspapers last week.

Eritrea
,An Eritrean group based in
Damascus said last week that all main
Eritrean towns were now under seige
by their g~errillas. Mr. Omar Alim , a
spokesman for the Eritrean
Liberation Front (ELF), disclosed at
a Press Conference that the beseiged
towns included Asmara, the Eritrean
caoital.

•

Liberia

Elections are ~ing held in Liberia
this week. President William Tolbert ,
63, his running mate, Vice President
James E. Green, afid 71 members of
the House of Representatives as welt
as three members of the Senate were •
•
standing for election as unopposed
candidates of the ruling True Whig
Party_ President Tolbert, who will
serve eight more ye·ars if elected,
.came to power at the death of
former President William Tubman 1n
· London, July 1971 .

what

e a

gave

em my

suggested provisions. They adopted
some of them. The constitutiQn was
never implemented."

The ''moral law," according to an
inte~preter ~·remained undefined.''

-r

j

'
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10%-30% off
Necklaces
.Leather Bag

•

Belts~

Earrings

I

Greeting
Cards
Wall Hanging

We may hove a jo9 for you.

& Co .., we ore

At W.R. Grace

Afrikan Clothing 1Uch as D8'hikis, Robes
and Dresses - made professionally by
M•yimuna , at student prices. Call
723-2426'

STARTING NEXT WEDNESDAY

------------------------any kind of
Special rates

will typt1
papers.
for stucMntl. Professional job. 234-4359.
Ewrybody has something they went' • · to
sell, wl1y not adverti• it in the Hilltop

UNCLASSIFIED AO Section. D.L.P.

admir;ii Jtration , Production or a variety of

academic rec6'rds, and with a

other

demonstrated interest in outside

wi l l tel1 lyou, our

activities ...

cols, nratural resources and consumer

Men and women with a genuine

produc s offer a rare diversity of
I

interest in business , and with that

opporlr n1ty.

~sitions.

As you,r placement officer '

gl~ba1

JOIN DATELINE

free lo co-eds

I .

We will

be

Individuals of inordinate
curiosity; an.d : the Willingness to

enjoy o challenge-take some time now to
•
outline your qualificat ions in a letter to:

learn in an uristruct ured

Dire"c tcr ,?f Coll_e ge Relations, W.R. Grace •

environment.

&.Co. , Grae~ Plaza, - 1114 Avenue of the
I

•

•

Ameri<os, New York, N .Y. I 0036. c

. I ,

I

'
•

'
!I

I
•

•

'

•
i
I

•

•

• .

•'

•

•

•

d n your campus very

•

C•ll 515-7853 •nd iiiSk for free
liter•ture

~

soon. ljf this idea challenges you-and you ·

•

Freddie Cole
Singing ''If I Had Your Love''

M•ke the mOll of your college

interests in chemi-

•

•

COMPUTER DATING

1

ability necessary for suc Fess ...

'

•

It may inv°f.lve

Students with Outstanding .

•

'

..

you to 0ur N~w "York co rporate offices, or to

you in fi nance, engineering, marketing;

•

October 15 " The Brother of
the Late Great Nat King Cole

•

,.

special mix of Imagination and

'

.

cially talented ones:

THE TANTALIZING SOUND OF

student. e&W Mlgnavox .. 234~359.

'

IDout.the individual than the academic

~ny onJ of our suQsidiaries .

Thursday · October 9 through Sunday - October 12

k'uthentiks Unlimited

liberal arts majo r . We care

undergraduates. We are loo ing for espe-

'

------------------------Wanted: T.V. !epairman/woman. Prefer

busin~ l or

d is pli e .
I
The iob you find here may take

·- ---------

•

You may be on engineering,

join us in a summer business ir ternship pro-

•

From your cuz
Jack ·

•

looking for outstanding undergraduates to

We are not looking for just any

----------------------Happy Birthday Gail Gainer

'

more

gram between fhe junior ond iseni.or year.

--------

•

'

J

Winter Vacation! Studio garden .apt_ at
Coral Beach Hotel on the Beach ; Tropical
settino in Ff98Port. Bahamas, $125.00 per
week . Call 5~7-1404 , 234-2262 or ,
LA9-3746.
.
.
.I am int11r81ted in buying
used •camefa
equipment, lens, cameras, floods , etc .
Contact Qllvin Reid 398-51~.

•

esuj

~- -·

------

'

•

2=o1

'

734-2100 collect to Peter Johnson.
:-·
·-· ·------- - --

•

e •

.

Brdoklint. MJ1<. 02146 or call (617)

'

\

•

Be a Campus )Representative for New
EnQland's ·la/gest travel agency.
,)nte rested students, write GARBER
TRAVEL 1406 Beacon St.,

..

'

Kousoula~

·m,IW4

•

Nigeria's Head of State, Brigadier
Murtala Aamat , Mohammed, last ·.
week . announced after almost a
dec~de of military rule, that civiliaii
rule will be restored in the country
by October 1, 1979. The Brigadier,
who came to power two months :ago,
made the announcement in a fadio
and television broadcast to the .
nation .to mark the 15th anniversary
'
of Nigeria'~
independence firom
•British rule.
The ban on political activities, the
Brigadier also said, will be lifted in
pctober 1978. Observers believe the
· Brigadier's statement mu.s t have
come as a disappointment to political
leaders and other individuals who
•
have been calling for an early re,t urn
to civil rule . · Celebrations ·marking
~ the 15th anniversary were described
as ''low-key'' and did not feature the
traditional m ilitary parade.

~

·

•

0

,. . Nigeria

1

right to free expression and
thouqht 7
Students and f.culty
members would do well to k'8p .~ n
mind a message from author James
Baldwin to Angela Davis : ''If theV
come to get you in the morning they
' will be coming to get us at ni(#lt. '' · _

attending medical school
'00'.@J % . ·.· "<
\
.has risen sharply
I
_ . ,tk-"'1 .. @
over the last
.,, irw,~;, '~tkW~
~
decade. To many
·'
·&'-k '.:'-,-- - -· ·>W ·
medical students
that cost repre•
sents a heavy
burden. a financial
problem that can
affect your concentration.
It needn't be
fhOI way. The
Armed Forces
Health Professions
Scholoohip Program
was originated to I
•
tree yoo from those
v.orries. Men and
women \o\lho qualify
.will have the costs of
their medical edu~a tion covered. and
~
will also receive a
•
substantial monthly
•
allowance.
The program offers
more than tuition and
salary; it offers you the
•
•
I •
opportunity to begin
1
your practice under verv.
Al 11 aed Fore es Health care
favorable conditions. Asia health core officer in
DEDICATED TO HEALTH CARE AND
tne military branctil ofyoµr choice. yoo·11 find
lHE PEGPLE VV!-10 PRACTICE IT
yourself Vv'ith resi::;o")sibili~es fully in keeping with
. r __ _J ______________ _
your training, and With the lime and opportunity lo I ~mro+.e... Sc~•
7.-CN- ~ ~
observe a full spectrum of medical specialties.
I
1 ~'f6101<'
When you decide Of\ the specialty you wish lo 1 ve• 1O"l"'te<e•!ed .nA<mro fooce. Heolrn ?role~~
1
pursue. you rrojfind yoyrself laking those
sc~1P 0000t"-""'1El1 1....-.oool0nd 111eie" ""QOlogo'On
I •
1
1
1
graduate medical studies at one of our mony
ome.dec.arty.n~ ee1.n
1
lorgeondmodern medicalcent~.lfso,youcan ~ t;,~' '°"
g :;~: cJ0p~i., I
qountonthaltrainingbeingsecondtor.one.
c:: Vereo rv· O P1vcl"d<:lgylPnDI"
1
•
1
•
Both the clinical and research work being done
J N0"1e
Se•U M C'l f
I
in them have mode Arrrw. Novy and Air Force
!l'leo•el>r•ntl
l
f
hOspitols a major new n9tional medical resource_ 1 AOd•e•
,
Phone
1
ll'salongroad,~~~defirsi slepisndsirnple.~ust ~ c.i.,. •
s101e
Z>r.>
.
1
send in the coopon. . e etails we se you may 1 soc101 cuntv · I
mnke the Vo/hole wo:y a little smoother.
'
I
1 [nrOll"f"I 01_
., ·IScl>OOI
1
1
To g•o
re '"
-Df!o-ee
---- I
·
'
(rnonll\. ·; eor)
I
•
' ' AN 1NlRODUCllON 10 TiiE'SIUDV , DIS~llSE"
I "Veieti.:.Orvor>d Poo101ry ~ OV01IOD1e if' NOV\I Program.
I
PIJBl:SHED BY l EA a. FESIG€fl-">fll.AllPHIA
_ Pod1c11 and P•vc~OIOgv <\OT crvo~oL Atrrr; Progo:"~ _

Guerillas continue armed struggle in Angola, Zimbabw~. Eritrea, Chad and
Zaife .

T'he Ethiopian capital of
Addis-Ababa was partially paralyzed
by a wave of l strikes .which later
spread through the entire country.
The strikes continued through the
week in defiance of emergency
measures ordered by the military
government in the face of growing
challenge to its policies. The
emergency measures suspended civil
rights and gave the army and police
full powers, the Associated French
'Press reported.
In other news, the Ethiopian
government has nationalized all P!.ivate schools' in the country except
those catering to foreigners .and
missions. A government ·statement
Said the nationalization was part of
the government's plan to standardize
education and erisure that' teaching
all over the country conforms tOi the
ideology of the ''New Ethiopia.''

•

thei~

then education . at Howard is by
definition •.an aberration of what it is
alleged to be.
•
What of Howard 's students and
other faculty members? Mukt they
leave for Stanford in order to enjoy

government'S · apartheid

Industries Minister, Amir Jamal, said
the OPEC nacions were ''appearing to
turn- their back on developing
countries, particularly the least
developed.''

•

I

The~ 111C11 wo111 break:· .
THE ~SING cpsr OF A ~:"~ICALE~TO'J.

·/

T<!nzania has told the
Organization of Petroleum Exporting
Countries {OPEC) that' itS de,cision to
raise the price of crude oil by 10
percent will put a heavier burdel'\ on
1
tlie least developed countries.
The government owned Daily
News·, quoting Commerce and

•

Academic Freedom

I'

•

•

>

•

'

'•

•
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The Struggie Continues.

Words of Wisdom
Needless to say we are very disappoii:ited in the Howard
Administration. Their apparent lac~ of honesty with the
students leaves much to be desired. the administration could
'
.
and should reveal to the student body· exactly whey there lS an
obvious process underway to remove controversial iil;Structors
from this university. We seriously believe that the well·seer;i
moves by the administration to remove instructors like Dr.
Welsing and the s~eaky . plan to curtail students rights are the
~rks of a dictating force ..
We strongly detest this. We · think that. 'such moves are
damagi·ng both to the academic growth of Howard students and
to the Black community, who are ~iously awaiting our arrival.
We ccinnot see how the suppression of academic fre¢om and
students rights will benefit {lnyone except that element of our
society which oppresses all pe.ople of color.
·
~. If the .administration wants to suppress something let them
help suppress poverty, disease, wltite collar crime and ignoranc~ ,
not our instructors or those students in search of the truth. This
is not to criticize all members of the. administration t but to lay
warning to those members who are grabbing for power with~ut
regard for the welfare of the university or the black community.
True, the Federal Government does give the university a
great deal of its budget, but the administration should use
caution in eXtending its hand if it receives ·more advice than
appropriations. This is indeed a grave hour for the Howard
•
•
co mmunity
.
', Those who intend to retain their rights to free thought .~nd
expression shot\\d remember: ''If there is no struggle, there is
not progress. those who profess to favor f~eedom ~nd yet
deprecate agitation are men who want ~rops without plowing
up the ground; they want rain without thunder and lightning ;
they want tl:te ocean without the roar of its many waters. t
Prepare to struggle.
• ~

i

U.S. Attacks
Afrika at U·N.
•

f

•
i

•

•

'

•

~'If

you don't stand for Blackness; then you II fall for anything ''

•

""\

.

I

'' If one stays spiritually in tune with life and with nature
•
one will periodically be rejuvenated ."
McCoy lyner .

•

''We declare our rights .on this earti1, to be a man, to be a human
being, to be respected as human beings, to be Qive'n the rights of
hu111an beings, in this society, on this. earth , in this day , and
which we intend to bring into existance BY ANY MEANS
NECESSARY!"
Malcom X

•

"DARE TO STRUGGLE, DARE TO WIN!"

I
•

I

..

•
Mao Tse ·Tung

I

·1

I

j

Letters ...
Sh.ockley' S1.1pporter
Dear Editor

ff

..

fundamental freedom, namely' that
~of any American to promote in
The following is a letter from
· lawful ways, whatever views he may
Bobert M. Rosenzweig at Stanford" ' have on whatever .subject.
UniversitY to a woman who wrote
The Constitution-· doe~ not
asking that Dr. William Shockley be
guarantee anyone an audience , but it'
fired for his racial theory that blacks
certainly is clear about the rifllt to
are intellectually infe rior to whites. , speak out - and it does not give
The letter is dated March 29, 1974 . . ,fewer right to error arid folly than it
does tC! righ.t eousness and wisdom .
Dear Ms. Kehlmann:
We have long believed in this
country that the answer to e~ror is
Thank you for sending me a Copy
truth, not the suppression of error . It
of your letter of March 18, 19..74.
would be tragic if the Universities.
Professor Shockley is a member of ,
which perhaps above all other
the Department of Electrical
institutions should be devoted to free
Engineering. You are correct that hi s
speech and free thought, werel to act
academic credentials are impressive,
otherwise.
.
... j
and you should know that the
Stanford University neither
Courses he teaches at Stanford are in ,. approves nor disapproves of
the field of science, in which he
Professor Shockley 's views. 1 dare say
achieved his distinguished reputation,
that nlost in the University do- not
ot in any other discipline.
like them, but I would be shocked iif
· The reqUest you make of us in
very many believed that he shou ld
1
your letter is that University officials
punished for holding thJ m, or that
uSe their influence on a member of
they ought to be suppressed. I am
the faculty to prevent him from
certain that nobo.dy in the University
expressing his vi e ws on a
Administration believes that, and/ I
con troversial subject - views that
wqul d hope that on reflection , you ,
fiOU , and others find offensive .
too, might see the danger of 1such a
Welt, I . won't give you a speech
course.
about a~-demic freedom, becaµse
Sincerely, Robert M. Rosenzwe jg,
what you would have us do seems to
Vice Pres . for Public Affairs
me to violate an even more
Stanford University

!
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... and More Letters
•

. ,Dental Prof Calls for ''Equality''
Dear Editor,

•

In writing the followin g comment
am assumi ng that Denise Williams'
piece, ''Dentistry d emands met
halfway," . faithfully represents the
views of Mr. Jonathon Lawoyin,
Pr esident
Dentistry Student
Courcil. Accordingly, I_ want to
accuse Mr. La~ of looking
si mplistically at a complex, issue.

•

Let me attempt to ~na l yze some
of his views. First, the question of
. ''equality." I gather that Mr.
Lawpyin here speaks of 1he equal
treatment that ought to be given to
med ica l and dent istry students in any
course offered by the College of
Medicine. We are in agreement here
but . . . first one has to deal with
cultural biases (outsi de of t he Coll ege
of Medicine) which often work
agains t th e dent ist.

'

I ask Mr. Lawoyi n the qteStion :
'' In the hierarchy of the medical
professions in the United States, are
doctors and dent ists given equal
status?'' The honest ansyver to this
question has to be a sad '' No .''
Whereas TV (and other media) offe rs
us a Dr . Joe Cannon, M.D., a Dr .
Marcus Welby, M.D., and
number
Qf other doctors .display~ ng their
wares and fla Sh, there is no equal
treatlnen't given to any denti st .
! Excuse me, the ' 'Bob Newhart
Sho w '' has a perfectly idiotic denti st
in it).

•
•

•

a

'
•

,

Culture simply does nmt give to
the dentist th e same drama , fla ir,
status and money that it is wil li ng to
give to a medical doctor. In the past
few years I know of at feast three
doctors (all heart surgeons) who
made it to the Time cover as against
no dentist. : Indeed to my memory a
d ent ist has never m~Be it to the cover
of that newsweekly o r for that
matter, o f Newsweek.
To me this is dismaying' becau se I
'
do regard the <1entiis
t as ·a
''specialized doctor." I thi n k that the

doctor is accorded a hig'1er status
,than a dentist by the general public
because the latter views .a medical

'

'

doctor as a person dealing with ''life
and death issues.''
The doctor, therefore, becom~
the vicarious reci pient of our respect
1o r death ' (No wonder su rgeons are
•
feared and respected the most!) .
Somehow people do not view the
dentist as the arbiter of ''life and
death issues'' and therefore do not
see any dr ama in his or lile r
profession. Sad but truel
How ever, there is drama
associated with a tOothache . Peo ple
must be taught that in jury to or
malfunction of teeth can cause a
great deal of discomfort - incl uding
serious and permanent injury to the
head and neck area of the body . Let
us note here that the brain. our most
vital organ, is located in close vicinity
of our teeth . I wi ll come back to the
subject of equality with in the College
Of Medici ne ·later.
·
Mr. Lawoyin states that the
freshmen (women) are ''not taught
properly and that the object ives are
not clear to them." Two issues here .
First, he does not defin e ' ' proper 1
teaching;'' what does he mean by this
rhetorical phrase?
•
•
Secondly, it is my underst anding
(and I hope my information is
correct) that the new objectives were
drawn up as a result of consu ltation
between representatives of the
Dean's Office, an atomy faculty, and
students. This being the l!ase, Mr.
Lawoyin is partly responsible for the
opacity o f the objectives.
Since the new objectives also
co mment on the question of equality
let me pursue this matter further.
Last year the Anatomy Department
' iriade no distinction between the
objectives for dental and medical
students. This was wquality . But the
students of dentistr y were
dissat is f ied with th is and
' 'demanded'' (and got!) a new set of .
objectives tailored ·to their needs .
These new objectiv es have
eliminated a conside rable amount of
material to be studied in the trunk
(Continued On Next Line)
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A sharp protest arises from this
corner against the uglX and arrogant
attitude d i spla y!ed by the
'' establishment press and U.S.
representatives atl the United Nations
' past week.
towards Afrika this
I
Ugandan President I 1di Amin, the
current chaimran of the Organization
•
of Afrikan Unity, called f<;>r the
expulsion of Israel from the U.N . in
his speech before that body last
week .
Amin received a standing ovation
•
as he also said, among other things,
that the U.S. should rid itself of the
Zionists (Jews) who have conspired
to ''colonize'' the cou ~try . by
j Hodarii Ali
controlling major industries such as. Goldenson, ABC ' News general
the banks and the communications manager Martin Rubenstein arid ABC
media.
News executive i:i}-oducer Avram
The U.S. ambassador to the U. N. , Westinare all Jewish .;'
Daniel Moynihan, then, apparently
NBC president Herbert Schlosser
with · Kissi l}ger~s aJproval (Dr . K a?d NBC News president Ai Chard
made no public objection), repeated Wald are both Jews .
the slur of Amin printed in a New
The country's · two ; most
York Times editorial Oct . 3 that _.i?fluential · newspapers , the New
referred to the Afrikan leader as a York Times and the Washington
''racist murderer. ''
Post, are both under s trong~ Jewish
Moynihan,, for.m ~r Nixonite and i~fluence. The T~mes is owned by the
au-thor of the racjst ' 'benign neglect'' Sulzberger family . The P~t ~as
doctrine in the' last 1960's that ftought in' 1933 by Jewish
blamed Blacks and poor people for tiusin~sman Eugene MEiyer, whose
their own poverty, ~further insu lted daughter Katharine Meyer Graham is
the 4&member Afrikan bloc by now chairman of the board .
asking them to ''disavow'' Amin's
· h t say, ''We II , sq' w h at. "
~ Some m1g
speech.
What is significant about this is ·that
Needless to say, the Afrikan this Jewish dominance of the ffiass
d i plonfats were enraged by the media allows them to greatly
' 'unciv i l attacks'' on the OAU influence how people in the U.S.
chairman, considering also the _ think and vie...; the world .
remarks were not made in New York,
Undoubtedly this has a g~eat deal
and they rall ied 1:.o fully supp9rt to do witti the fact that while Jews
Amin .
I
are no more than 3% ' of the
The U.S. ~ass media. particularly f op·ulat ion, they continue to
the televi s'ion networks, distorted persuade Congress to send billions
and sought to belittle Amin 's speech U_pon billions of dollars to support
at the U.N. by high lighting not ~he khe Jewish state of Israel that the
issue at hand, whic~ was wha't Amin
is primari iy respons~ble for
had to say, but in~tead on reported founding ir'I the first place .
,
mass killings in Uganda . That the ~ There ~as one other aspect of the
p~~ did attack hini onlV verified the ~espicable U.S. actions against Afrika
truth of what Amiil said.
at the U. N. that cannot go without
First 9f all , Amin 's call for he
omment. Specifically , the old trick
expulsion of Israel from the U.N. and qf pitting b~other agairlst brother, of
even the e liminatio n of the ''present using a misguided Black man to
1
state'' of Israel was not new. Arab !defend the outrageous actioris of this
states have , been making this J"1(, country against other Black men.
based on ISrael's violation of~ U,N.
, Clarence Mitch e ll, long-tirhe
resolutions and disregard fo r the Washington lobbyist for the iNAACP,
rifllts of the Palestinian people.
was so quick to try to compare Amin
The tr9_th of Amin's remarks with 1-l itler in defending1 Jeiwsh
about !he ~ower o f Je,xvish people... in · interests, that maybe he forgot that
1
the U.S. is what realfy stung. That the U.S. wiped out more Bl~cks over
hurt . Who can foi"get the Jewish a longer period of time th~n Hitler
outrage last ye~r that fo llowed- ever did
Jews.
'
similar remarks made by a General
People like Mit~hell and t~ose of a
Brown to the 1effect that Jews so·called '' Black Ameri,cans rto
disproportionatetv. control the banks Support Israel Commi~tee'' only act
1
and media ?
·
to
undermirie
the
growjng
and
1
Anyway, what \iS important is that I ilT!portant unity of the struggle of
the facts support Amin 's statements. Black America with the struggles of
To a great extent, Jews do cont rol the develqping nations of the Third
•
the mass .media j in this country, World .
particularly .the major source of news i Until Black people in this country
for most people in the U.S., the , become serious about taking 1our oJ.in
television networks .
destinities into our own hands, ~e
The top man at CBS, chairman of will continue to be econ.omically
the board William Paley and Richard exploited, politically misreprese.nted
Salant, CBS News president, are both ~ (both here and abroad). and
Jewish.
•
distorted by the mass media . Will the
ABC pres ~ dent Leonard se rious Black. peoplepleasestandup?

Cheek to Schedule ''Gathering"
!Dear Eciitor :

of Howard Un iversity depends upon
continuing communication ~tween
As you know, the Opening . ., the Administration and all ·elemen·ts
Convocation for ·this academic year
of the Community. For this reasor;,
was scheduled to be held on
it is my intention to schedule an
September 26 . Unfor.tunately ,
assemblage at which I shall have ail
because b f severe ly inclement
opportunity to share with· you
weather and resultant ~ problems of
information about the University's
travel in the Washington area, and of
status and goals .
I
drainage in the indoor passageways •
This will not be a Convocation~ as
leading to Cramton Auditorium, i1
such. Rather, 1it will be a gathering at
was considered advisable to postpone . which I shall h·ave an opport~nit~ to
engage in the type of commun ication
the Convocation Exercises.
A major factor underlying the
which is essential to our joint efforts
decision was the strong likelihood
to move toward a better Howa,d
1
that a large percentage of the
University .
University Community would have
I have ·not selected a date -as yet;
been unable to attend and hear my
however, a day later this Fall is under
assessment of the ''state of the
consideration. When it .is settled
University." This, of course, would
upon, it will be fully publicized .
have been inconsistent with a n;iajor
Nevertheless, in order to ins-ure the
widest diss emi nat'ion Of this
I objective of Convocation : the
communication of Universitv. status..
information, I would appreciate Your
sharing the contents of this le1tter
and objectives.
with your colleagues .
It is my conviction that the future
·
Dr. James Cheek, President,
·
Howard University
you must come up with a better
(i.e. the body, minus the head <ind
criterion for judging the quality of a
the neck) without' a compensatOry
course; otherwise, in my mind rou .
increase in the material to be studied
stand nakeCt and accused of poverty
in the head and the neck. Further,
of intel lect and imagination.
the students of dentistry are no
Perhaps last year's strike solved
IOnger required to dissect the trunk .
some things. I am not too sure yet. I
Any way one looks at .~t now, the
can only say that it is my liope that
new objectives for 'the students of
we are a community - of students,
dentistry have· to be characterised as
faculty and administrators . We have
having been ''watered down." Mr.
genuine difficulties, which can on ly
Lawoyin considers this to be a
be solved in togetherness.
''demand '' that has been met! ~n t:.
l
'
'
D
e
m
a
n
d
s
'
'
a
?
.d
other words, he now has fully
''counter-demands'' characterize
accepted the invitation to a do uble
language of warfare and I not of
standard and unequal treatment .
negotiations and . reconciliat ion.
Again, Mr. Lawoyin must acc_e pt part
Nobody's interests are served by '
of the responsibility for this.
low-qua lity. high ·failure courses or
l have the feeling that Mr.
by courses in which everyone passes .
Lawoy in is largel y engaging in
Heavens! education is not that
pessimistic nostalgia (Ah! the winter
egalitarian!
j
of ' 74!) . Th is year there are changes
I hope that the new objectives.
- including genuine attempts at
te"aching methods, study habits, ~tc.
improvement. Only the future will
will be carefully scrutinized by ~he
tel l how well the 1975 freshmen
Freshmen class of 1975, by 1the
(women) class is being prepared ,for
Faculty and the Administration and
the Dental Boards. But I do not agree
through genuine dia/otpe rthe
with Mr. Lawoyin that a ''high '
situation wilt improve.
failure rate'' is the only basis upon
The views expressed above are
which to judge the qua lity of a j
personal. In no way do I speak for
course.
my department.
It would~ easy enough to give~
M.A. Aziz, Instructor,
students easy tests and pass them all.
Gross Anatomy
Happy! Happy! No! Mr. Laytoyin.
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Dear Editor ,
As a concerned freshman at
•
•
Howard I would like to voice
my
opi nion abo ut the !ripping and tearing
down of camp aign posters by
•

' only is
t inconsiderate students . Not

' this childish behavior but it causes
unneeded and unnecessary proble"ms
1
I fOr the Election Committee.
.
Antonio A. j:assagnol

OAS Invite~ Support
~
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Dear Editor :
•
The Organiz
ion of Afrikan
Students invites Black students to
take part in the most progressive year
in the 3-year history of D.A .S. This
year will be a year of "action and ,
direction . The O . .,.S. is open to alt
students of Afrikan de .:ent, and is
the only campus ~organization with
such a cross variation of Black
people ..
Recentl y, O.A_. S. held elections
for new executive{ officers ; they are :
President, Robei:t Boyd; Vice
President , Alhagi Faal; Treasurer
Sosna Asrat; Secietary, Sidiki Traor.
In order for any organization to
work. it must fir st have strong and
undying
support from those· it
represents . Thus j only the student
' decision as to the
body can make t ~e
fate of O .A.S.
O.A.S. shall aft as an ombudsman
for Afrikan students facing problems
with immigratioh, police, housing.
financial and c~ltural adjustments.
You may. reach ~ny of the officers at
'
any time in the Offi~
of Student life
Cook Hall Roo1Tf281 . Please feel free
to utilize their services .

j

I

The following are the planned
'
goals -' and objectives which
O.A.S.
shall be s\ruggling f0r this y'ear.
1. To bring together all students
of Afrikan descent
,. on ..campus to
discuss and find solutions to the
•
problems facing lis 1
• 2. The implementation of 0.A.Snewsletter" as . an instrument of
.
.
information on the affairs of Afrika.
',
and her people.
3. T:o bring enlightening speakers 1
on the campus i"n all phases of Black
concern.
4. To ~oordinate our work with
~her Afrikan students' u11ions in the
U.S. , Europe and Afri~a and to
inaintain close links with them.
5. To sponsor cu ltura ~ events on
camP.Us which reflect the aesthetic
!· aod · progressive ,values 1 of Black·
people.
.
6. To struggle relentlessly against
1
'. a II opportunistic and teactionary
tendencies among students .

.

'

7. To organize •.the first
international .A.frikan students
Congress here at Howard University
to find ways and ·rileans of effectively
co mbating rac i·s m, ~ol on~~lism,
neo-colonialism, and imperialism.

•

·
If you wish to share in the _
· making of history then welcome, if
I you have been Se arching forl
something uplifting and , everlasting.
then search '10 more,
. for 0.A.S: is
he~e ' awaiting your arrival and
anticipating our progress together.

.

•
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On t~e Goals of Black Busi1;1essmen
I

.

. ·1
Th e ·cries ? r ''economic parity''
of the Black I businessmen at the
Natio1Jal Busi~ess League's (NBL)
75th con~enti9n now '.n progress in
Boston raises ~nee again a question,
the importance of which cannot be
over emphasized. That questions is:
in which direction shou ld Black
people be going in order to Obtain
freedom?
The feeling o f these Black
businessmen, some of whom <ean be
termed successful in the American
sense of the word ; is that more
Blacks should strive to get a nice slice
of the American pie (like they did) .
The NBL is !calling for B l~ks to
work f or economic parity in
.
I
.
proportion to 9ur percentage of the
population. The League states that
''to get there wJ must be involved in
' multi-billion dqltar projects, all of
which r equire .high equity
"inveStment ... ·•
As I see it, this call for
inCreased
'
.
Black capitalism is a cry for more
. the interest Qf
Blacks to work against
• the. Black masses. Without a doubt
'
American cap_italism is falling". Tdo

•

-·
.

'

•

•

many people are disenfranchised and
'
'
are getting tired of mass exploitation.
Blacks who seek a piecre of the
American pie, rather than striving to
change the ingredients so that the pie
will no longer 'be rotten , deserve to
fall with it.
One inescapable . fact about
capitalism is that it naturally leads to
a situation where, as the NBL
correctly points out, a smal l
percentage of the population
controls nearly all of ' the wealth.
Thus everyone else works for the
wealthy few. Some are paid enough,
but the overwhelming majority of
the people struggle just to survive.
Life for most is a dull job which an
increasing number of people no
longer even have.
The Black masses as members of
the oppressed class, can never achieve
economic parity within a capitalist
syStem. Not even the masses of white
people achieve that. How then can
we hope to? Economic parity for the
masses is against the very nature of
_capitalism.
Our goal should be to gain control
of our lives . We should struggle to

'

As the . industrial nations of the
Western World hold secret · talks in
,N.Y., it is important that Black
people, w~o have a ten~ancy · to be
preoccupied with their subjective
conditioA, attempt tQ crit~cally
analyze th~ very complex worjd crisis
situation. the i"nain problem for us as
" victims, i~ to decipher the many
facets and e ffe cts of the -unresolved ·
issues faci g the world.
Tfle we~tern view of the crisis puts
the blam tl! on the ''sudden and
massive transfer of income, wealth
and power to the small group of
oi l-exporting countries. But in the
words of Geoffrey BarracJough. an
Oxford scholar and one of the most
powerful · spokesman of a new
hisiorical < interpretation, ''the
ove rriding issue since . the . end of
1973 has not been oil or · food or
even inflation, and unemployment.
' What we have witnessed, in j reality,
and what we are still witne sing, is
the opening stage of a struggle for a
new world orde r, a search for
positions of strength in a global
realingment, in which the weapons
(backed naturally by the ultimate
sancti on of force) are food and fuel."
Any rational man can see that the
on.Iv way to deal with the ominous
problems of world poverty, scarcity,
pollution, wars , racism, and
depletion of natural resources, is
through world cooperation . But the
''first question among shipwrecked
mariners is whom to throw to the
sharks first."
Unfortunately it appears as if the
poor or underdeveloped nations,
inhabited by people of color are the
most expendable. Wad_e Green writes,
in an article entitled ''Triage'' which
appeared in the J~n . 5, 1975 issu~ of
The New York Times Magazine, that
''Only one nation, the U_.S. has a
sizable surplus of food. And with
godlike finality, we dispense it, after
'
sYstematically deciding which people
are salvage_able and should ~ :fed, ·
which will survive .without help, and
which are hopeless and shotild be left
tb the ravages of famine."
Barraclough raises another
important point. and that is that ''we
have a ter.idency
'
. to conclude that the
era of American power is ~ rawing to
a close -as a result of the collapse in
Indochina ." But the truth \ is that
''one key effect of the oil ciisis has
been a drastic sh·
n economic
p_p_Wer from Western
urope and
Japan to the United Stat s."
He goes on to p ·nt ou t in an.
.
'
article entitled, ··w
and Power,

Bring It Down Front
To my dear friends and fellow
colleagues:
I would li ~e to take a brief
moment to ex~ress my appreciation
to you for exPressi99 warm support
of this columnl Unlike an entertainer

by Mike Alexander

destroy capitalism, rather than t~
become ' a greater part of it as the "
NB.L u~ges. The lusts for profits of
the Rockef,ellers, Morgans, Mellons,
and others is the direct cause of so
much poverty and desolation in the
world.
If we strive to join them in their
senseless exploitation by working for
rather than against them, we deserve
to be viewed as traitors by the
· · oppressed people of color in every
corner qf the globe .
In his excellent book , The Myth
of Black Capitalism, Earl Ofari
accurately explains the NBL's cries.
''The call for Black capitalism todaV
by the descendants of (E. Franklin)
Frazier's Black bourgeoisie is more
than just . a rekindling of a
misdirected fai~ti in the myth of
Negro .business. It is part of a
thorough Black exercise in mass
self-delusion. Behind it lies a legacy
of mis·leadership historically
cons tructed by the American
system."

our long struggle in Americcl. : it is
that American capitalism was not
designed to meet the needs · Of the
masses of the people. Indeed it can't.
Capitalists, whether they be white
or Black, are in business to make
profits. If the masses of people must
live unhappy, strife-filled lives toiling
at unhealthY jobs ·in order for the
highest profits to be made, then to
them that's just too bad.
Far too many Blacks have wasted
their lives in pursuit of ''the
American dream''. TQo many of us at
Howard are caught up in ·the same
selfish pursuit. Unfortunately, we
want the big house , the big car, and
the big name more than we Want to
see the masses of our people free .
Undoubtedly a lot of Howar'dites
hope that one day they wi,'11 be
attending the NBL's. conference as a l
company executrve or owner ~
Perhaps some of you will. I only
hope that enough of us will have the
love for our people that will enable
us to reject the fruits of an Unjust
system, and to struggle to replace it
w ith a system which will be
responsive to the needs of us al I.

or a~ _orator, j a journalist doesn't

receive spontaneous approval ' or
criticis~ . T.hus, (he _relies on feedb8ck
from hts readers either through mail
or person·to-person. fherefore, it
becomes very important for you to
let me know ~hat you think about
this column,

that I may continue

Willilm Scott

Dr.Shockley and we, Dr: Wels ing .

I

by Dilly Hall

.

•

lo All Afrikans...
1919 was a remarkable begin ning
in the sturggte for Afrikan freedom .
It was the first recorded beginn ing of
the pan -Afrikan movement. By 1947
the movement had become universal.
The chief objective of the movement
was to secure political autonomy for
all Afrikan people leaving untouched
and thus unresolved the question of
our socio-political economy.
We must, however, take a moment
and look into some identical
situations and results that have
affected all of us . They are inter
related and interdependent but not
same. Both gave birth to
Euro·Afrikans and House Negroes.
Afrikan-Americans · 1ive in
colonialism and present day Afrikans
live . under colonial ism. Both are
oppressed and exploited in identical
ways. Hoi,yever, one has a land base
and resources; th e other its
population and thus its empire
building labor. Both are now farced
with imperialism .
By 1950 th e movement for
freedom had reached an explosive
stage and the dormant mounta in was
about to explode. The first modern
· Afrikan nation got her independence.
'
In North America Blacks slowly
began to sit anywhere on the bus.
Mau Mau became effective; Kennedy
was assassinated ; and ''burn, baby
· burn'' ' became history. Thus in the
60's several Afrikan countries got
independence and in North America
several Civil Rights Acts were Passed
(including the right to work for fixed
wages .)
However, independence and civil
rights legislations did not resolve the
question of ''who owns what." We
still lack control of our resources,
both human and material. making us
1

•

•
f

l

continuou 'sly dependent .
Colonialism, finance 90pital, and
imper,alism make up a system of
economic exploitation designed to
benefit Europe and hold us in
perpetual servitude . This has been
going on for over 400 years_ Our
problems today are that of
economics with its essence rooted in
the mode of production with
particular emphasis on our internal
factors as the basis for change. Those
external forces however become
operative c;in ly through internal
force s.
Before we can start organization
bu i Iding we must first examine
ourselves for it is within Self that the
movements of opposites · are more
observable. We must be objective. We
must be scientific. We must eliminate
· indiVidualism, opportunism,
adventurism and in plain language
reactionary forces that stand in the
way of progress .
,, .
These reactionary forces lack the
tools of observation, analysis and the
method of resolving our problems.
Th.e y are vulgar do9matists that do
not understand the variables at work
in the diaspora. This brings to mind
'
the modern Afrikan students, that
will cut each other's throat over
money.
Euro-Af1ikans are among us and ~
they love parliamentarism without
even understanding parliamentary
. procedures. They see little of the
part and say they have seen the
whole. They see seeds germinate and
say they have seen the forest . They
see quantity and not quality .

,.J
I

'
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HODARl-----1--------- ----------'
7. Saga's Food Director at Howard •
RICK' ------1-------------------11. Hilltop's Managing Edito~
WILLIAM ____ .L ______________ _c ____ _

MIKE---------------l-------~----

•

· LUCIOUS -----------------------. 4. Football player chosen to All Mid-Eastern Athletic
Conference Team

MICHAEL------------------------6. U.G.S.A. Coordinator
STEVE-~------- - ------ -----------

12. Social Activist Speaker on campus
DICK--- ~------------------------

115. News Editor WHUR ..
·

. 8. U.G.S.A. Budget Chairman Committee Organizer

KOJO ------------------------- - -

16. Hilltop's Sports

~ 9. Exec~tive

--------------------~

~ffaii"s

'

CASSANDRA----------------------ANDRE ---------- ---------------• 17. Head Coach Howard's Football Tea'm

.·.

DOUG---------------------------

Rn . " • "

/

President of St1:1dent

~

(Ans:.WJ, To Puzzle On Page 10)
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THE HILLTOP ipolicy on colu!nnists is another example of our effort
to serve our reade~ by providir1g foru ms for ·various writers-'- both students
and non-students--on "important issues or the day-. .
Columnists are hot paid but choose )their own topics. Columns should
'
I
.
not exceed 2J$ types and double·spaced pages, and must be 1n before tf1e
Tuesday, 5pm dead(ine.
·/
Columnists are · selected, usually 1n · a rotating_ fashion , by the
Editor-In-Chief.
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We must know o'ur enemy, we~
must know ourselves, such is the rule
of war, and we will fight many
battles with no danger of defeat .

.,

•

•
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to express your concerfis.
However, at the time, ' I never
I have been warned by some of perceived that once again i'Ne would
my fellow colleagues about writing· be str1pped of our pride and our
o n such controversial subjects, They
symbol of dignity.
1
express a concern that I might get
it is indeed a sad hour here at
kicked out of school for standing up Howard if a . professor is !d ismissed
for what I believe_ Well, I answer as simply for deriving a theory as to
the late Dr. !Martin Luther King why people behave a ·c ertain way. If
answered when confronted with a '.1
that is ttie case the:n our rrilssion here
.si milar situatif: ''When men ~nd
hopeless . We might as well be at a
women straighten their backs up,,
ite university where .J.ie would
they're g"oing somewhere, .because a le~ rn how to write but not know
man can't ride lyour back unless •it's 'Nhat to write ; where we would have
bent." I answer. as Ralph Waldo the best facilities, but without
Emerson answered in the American sJbstance: where we would have top
Scholar: ' Free should the scholar be; · ra~e instructors but low ratk concern·
fre~ _a~d brave. Free even to the ~ere, if we wrote' a complet~
d~f1n1t1on of freedom , without any sentence by ourselves, they would
•
If there is one lesson that Black
h1nEtrance that does n~t arise out of tetl us what a ·credit ' to our race we
people should have learned during
his own constitul tion_ Brave, for fear are.
_
is a thi ng which a ~cholar by his very
What re~Son is there' for a student
•
words puts behind him . Fear always to ,c ome to a Black university if it's
•
spri ngs from ignorance."
not to grow intellectually, 1l'f it's not
' However, letl. me rush ~n. to say to seek the truth among al) the lies
that I was deeply hurt over the firing t~?-t he or she has been told, if it's
the Politics of Food and. Oil'' which
producers monopo,ly exceeds th'"e o. What the future will bring is
of Dr. Francis Welsing. I ·think that not to get inspi red by Blaclt men and ..
anyone's guess, but it is my hope
appeared in the August 7, 1975 issue
oil producers monopoly' and that,
my feelings are reflective Of most women who have achieved in a· world
that people will not fall in to the
of The NeW York Review of Books,
'food will give us . influence
students here ~t Howard who ar~ tHat told them no! if it's not to help
''same old, same, old'' and use that
because decisions in other nations
that , •
cognizant of the definite distinction his people _
a
consoling old adage that, ''History
'1t is man who repeats history_
that this counl rv makes lietween . However , so me members of
repeats itself ." For al though the
Blacks and Whit'es. When I w3tched H ward administrat ion linust be
because he'~ afraid of change"
situation in the.. 1970's be~rs a
Dr. Welsing debbte Dr.Shockley on turning the other .cheek , Yqu see, Dr.
''Food, in short, is the ace up the
will depend on .what we do."
resemblance to the situation of the
Natior-ial Black Jburnal, I can't begin welsin9 and some other faculty
U.S.'s ·sleeve, it's secret weapon in
The purpose for raising these
1930's, history does not repeat itself,
1
to
express
m~
sentiments
as
I
members
were our. inspiration, but
the new cold war wh ich is
points is to reinforce in the minds of
but it is man who repeats history in
watched Dr. Stiockley state that now they are even taking that away
brewing. Assistant Secretciry of
Black people that this racist •
an attempt to avoid the _natural
Blacks were genetically inferiorThen from us. Thus. like the ~vertaxed
State, Thomas 0. Enders
inhumane, system has no moral
evolution of things or because, put
when I witnessed Dr. w;elsin:g'discredif Heb~ew slaveS; of Egypt. th~y want us
explained the position clearly
conscfousness. And it wilt stop at
simply, he'-s afraid of change.
lh i'm, I thought t d myself ': they have to make bricks without straw.
enough at the time of the World
•
nothing, in order to fT!aintain the
.--~~~~~~_..:..--=:::::::::::::::::::::::::
Food Conference in November
.
I
present world order or status quo.
1974 when he said that 'the food

World Crisis

•

•
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Our ob1ect1ve 1s to motivate our read~rs to be dedicated to
serving Our people ai1d rebuildi11g .o ur communities.
.
· We du this bylproviding rel~vant new~. informatio11, pictures,.
art and iddas.
.
·
·
Lik~. a sward jTile Hilltop is a weapon for freedom, and truth
is ti1e fo.undati•.J•l .Jf our effvrts. '
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Cosmic Echoes:

•

•

Bird Lives!

'

'..

'

I

J

'·

HI LL TOP Staff Writer

··1..

Mr. Taft Richardson, an empl oyee
in the Howard University Nudtear
Me dici ne Department, has found a
way to create life after death. He
makes statues with bones from dead
animals.
~
"\

'

..•

.

positive side, Bird was a m1Jsical
genius, whose style, manner, dress
an d music became a lege nd .
All of h is grandeu r was modestly ·
acknowledged and his influence is
best summed up by Cootie Will iams,
a veteran trumpet player with Duke
Ellington .
'' I , belonged to a much o lder
" generation of jazzmen, in fact,
came up in the twenties when
Louis Armstrong was turning ·.. 1- . •
everybody ciround . Now, twenty
years later I cou ld see Charlie-.:: ·.
'
' .
.., Parker doing the same thing, ~
. on ly Bird's influence was even , '
\:,~ greate r . Louis changed all of the
'
9" t rumpet players . Charlie char;iged
~ everybody. After musicians
#- heard Charlie all of the
instruments had to change, had
to f ind a new way to play based
. on what he was doing. He was
1
· the greatest single musician in
the histo·ry of jazz ."
And judging by t he quality and
type of m usical expreSsion of nlany
·of our musicians today, there is no
question that the spirit of the ''B ird
lives! '.'
r

personality seemed complex and
chameleon -like.
He also indulged heavil y int drugs,
alcohol , an6 food trying to drown
the pain and frustration wh ich
affects Black revolutiona ry art ists .
'
Bird's self-destructive, reckless life
style took a heavy toll on his body
and was a major cause of his early
death.
Ironical ly Bird's d rug pr6blem
spa re d him from the military
establishment which had ''messed
with'' his idol, Lester Young. On t he

•

•
•

Small groups; unlimited questions
.8 Sessions - 32 t\Ours
Testi rlg and trai ning in .all areas
Voluminous home st._.dy material
.'
Constr. ntlv. updated cu rriculum
Make-up lessons included .

l .Tape /center for added

review

. •

The only metropolitan
area course
I
.
offering all these features

I

.
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REGI STER NOW FOR DEC. & FEB. LSAT
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HOW~RD UNJIVERSITY

'
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STUDENT ASSOCIATION
'

Presents:

•

•

.
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LONNIE LIST 'N SMITH
I
Two of Taft Richardson's
bone sculpt u res f ro m his

1

''Beauty After Death''
Exh ib ition .

*

-·

'

NORMAN CJONNORS

•

*

Photos by Calvin R ! id

by Pa ulette Stevens

conce rt~

•

Photo by Will Allen
Ho mecomi ng Co mmitte Chairman
Larry Pershay sees fest ivit es as
far'ni ly reun ion .
Parade, Homecoming Game ('Howard
U. vs . Virgini a State) and several

•

For information concerning the
revised Homecoming schedule, and

•

I

~or

•

•

Two ~hows:

'
•

SATURDAY , OCTOBER 11 8 :00pm& ll :OOPM
r,

'

FIRST sJ ow: $3.00, Students· $4;00 General Ad nlission
SECOND SHOW : $3.50, Students. $4.50, General Admission·

''

•

*

.

*
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I
I

*

•

•
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Also Coming: Hugh Masekela Ndiko Xaba
an,d Zulema

Octobe r 16th
1

Issac Hayes and his ,. Hot Buttered Soul A.Revue
~

I

Tickets On Sale At Crampton Auditorium Box Office

the Homecoming Magilzine, cbntact

the Homecoming Committee, Offit;e

'

of Student L i fe.

•

•

* i

just to mention a few .

As Homecom ing Chairma_n,
Pershay , a third year law stud ent
feels that ''each Homecoming shou ld
account for some kind of goa l." Th is
year, emphasis is being placed on t he
family unit - International students.
Greeks, facu lty, va rious schools,
administ r a t ion, u ndergrads and
graduate students shou ld all be
striv ing to make this a successf ul ·
homecoming. Recognizi ng that
International students are also .an
integral part of the ca mpus, Pershay
strongly encourages that we suppart
in ternational activit ies sched uled
du ring Homecoming. All in •al l,
Pershay feels that there should be
' 'less talk and more d o," an d he wi ll
let this Homecoming speak for it self.!

•

JEAN CARNE l

'

'

•
•
•
•
•
•

'

Homec;oming Gets Underway

..

~-

-

support is very important to an artist
but recognition should come first ,"
he stated .

He also plans to en ter the Howard
Sci1ool of Medi cine to become a
technician. ''I wo rk to have a means
of con tinuing my art work. Financial .

There
is a difference!
•

'iJ

I

I
Featu re Edi tor
This week marks the beginn in g of
• Howard Un i ver.s i ty's ·108th
1 Homeco m ing a nd th i~ year 's
celebration 1 prOmises to be a
memorable "e~perience. Keeping in
• tune with the theme of EBONY
MAG I C, the Home co m i ng
Committee, chaired by .Larry Pershay
has developed a program they believe
wil l consist of a multiplicity of
th ings.
Homecoming 75- 76 officiall y got
underway Wednesday, October 8 ,
with the Greek Day (Pro ShoW) in
Cramton Auditorium and wil l
cont in ue through We dn (t'sday,
1
October 22 with the fi rst Soccer
home • game be twe~ n Howard and
Feder.al City College. The events
scheduled between QOW and t hen will
in clude the coronation of ·Miss
Howard this eveninQ, the Gospel
Revue, the Variety Show,
International Day, the Homeco ming

'-

•

He has been working with bones
for eight years, and consider~- his
work to be an Art, not a hobby.

Richardsons' award winning work
• I
t1as been shown on tel evision aod at
art sho ws on several college
campuses. He intends to enter his
work in various art Shows in D.C .

.

•

~

• The a rti st is originally · f~om
Florida and his dream is to introdu ce
his work to Howard Universi ty :and
receive due recognition. ''Things are
beautiful wh en they are living, so
they must be beautiful after death .
Death inspired me to work with
bor1es. I call my work, ''Beauty after
Death ," and returni ng to Washington
D.C . is a new beginning," he said '.

T!1e artist fi nds dead animals in
the wood s, and uses special processes
for clea ning and gluing the,m
togeth er. The bones are then stained
with varni sh . Some of hi s previous
wo rk include a map o f Afrik a. the
Crucifica tion, and wild life.

j

1

~

Beauty A ter Deat

by Ro bin Da wson

of such Blues notables as Sonny
T e r ry and Bro wn ie McGhee ,
by Piette St'evens
. Bul1moose J ackson, Shirely Hor!1,
I
•
Feat
and .f~hly Dawkins.
A..
•Edi tor •
T lfi!
., fi lm un folds as a young bo~·s
'
search fo r in sight in to the
~l ~ost , as if an answer to a
develoPm ent of Blues (as a school
ll'rayer, ''S ince rely The Bl ues," t he
first feature length motion ' picture
assi gOr:rient) leads to hi s grandfat~ers·
far m , where the o rigin and the
musi c al eve r produced \in the
his.toric31 development of the Blues is
yvashington area, began its first -run
performance Wednesday, October 1,. . reveale'd io hini .
Through p hotograp hs, artwork
at the Inner Circle Thea t~e. j
'
and dramatizations, we are taken
"' I refer to it as an answrr to a
back to Afrika , to slave ry, on the
prayer because I too ackn f wledge
U (l der g_roun d ra i lroa d toWards
the need for more positive Black
'freed om', th rough the Depression ,
fi lms; posi tive in content, po~itive in
and right on up to con te mporary
images projected, and pos1t1ve in
times, wi t h a parallel being shown
mes~ages transmitted. ''S ince ~e ly .The
'
. times
between the
changing of the
Blues' has aspi red to and succee ded
in fulf il ling these objectives .
and the qrowth of the music.
· ''Sincerely The Blues ·~ , is an
Advertised as a new movie about
.
- h e Blues , featuring a series of dance
important fi lm not o nly becau5' it is
outines bv the Capital Ballelt Dance
produped by Blacks, directed by
ompany of Wasl1ington r nd' an
Blacks and pe rfo rmed by Blacks rray of l o~I talent inc ludin_g
but t>Jcause it is Black .
•
• adio-TV personality Ra_lph (' Petey ''
Its sign ificance lies in the fact that
Greene ; noted ballet dance~ Sandra
it is re levant to us_ It · provides us
Fortu ne; Howard UniversitV Drama
with informati on on o ur culture .
Professor St. Clai r Christ mas, i:nust to
That may be the reason ''Sincerely
The Blues'' ' is' not receiving the
1name a few ' ' S i nce~ely The ~lu es ' ' · is
exposure , needed to attract large
about
more_ than
ent,rtaining
and/or getting over (commercially).
audiences . It certainly is wo rthy of
It is the documerited hii tory of
it.
• T he cry for a posi tive Black film
''The Blues '', something WJ should
has been answered. now we haye got
II check out. Produced and !directed
to dea l with it. ''Sincerely The Blues''.
by Baker Morten, a former television
will be appearing at the Inner Circle
/newscaster in Washington, r he film
T heatre, 2 105 Pennsylvan'ia Ave.,
inc lu des 14 son$5 and dances,
~. W ., 'un ti l October 14th.
including the musical con t ributions ,

•

•

'

'
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Bird's adopted father was Prof.
'Smith, ail alto player out of the
bY, Bi lly Hall
Lester Young school. Prof . Smith
HIL LTOP Staff Writer
ho .u sed and fed Bird when he
journeyed to New York at the age of
[18. After a few weeks of living off
1 Prof. Srpith, Bird got a job washing
Charlie, ''Yardbird'' Parker was the
dishes at the infamous ''Jimmy's
first angry Blackman in music. He
Chicken Shack'' in Harlem . lt was
was virtually a. lone wolf among the
· there Charlie heard the mastery of
leading Black musicians who were
Art Tatum .
socially and politically oriented .
Tatum's smooth, light, feather'
Bird's angry screams against the,
touch on t he keys fascinated the
white establishment (which actively
Bird . Bird wondered whether"it was
atte1npts to break the will of all
possible to play th e saxoph"one with
Black men, particularly a talented . _\ the ~me speeQ and ingenuity as
black man with new ideas) was
Tatum .-i id ' on piano . When Tatum 's
acknowledged by only a small circle I
contract was up at th e Chicken
of laymer1 and critics.
Shack, Bird guit. By this time Bird
Born on August · 29, 1920 i ~
was hooked on ' 'the big apple'' and
Kansas City, Kansas, Bird did hi s
this was to be his new home.
'' undergraduate'' work during the
In 1941 t he bebop reVoluti o n was
Kansas City Era. While teaching
brewing arid the olde r musicians were
himself to play the saxophone, hi s
digging on it's leader the ''Yardbird."
course work consisted mainly ' of ~
Kenny Clark, a masterful drummer,
ma11y hours of listening t o the best in
and o ne of the first ''polyrythm ic''
·slack music in the ''sa xophone
traps playe rs axplai ns ir1 Ross
pl ayer's town'' Kansas Cit y , Mi ssouri.
Russel's The Bird Lives that,
l'n 1935 saxophone play ing was at
' 'Bird was l}laying stu ff we'd
its peak in K.C., and Bird was able to
never heard before. He was in to
hear on any night such great tenors
figur es t thought I'd invented for
as Col en1an Hawk ins, Lester Young,
drum s. He was twice as fast as
Ben Webster, at1d Hershal Evans. as
Lester Young and into harmony
v.tell as some fine al to players likie
Leste r hadr1't touched . Bi rd was
Eddie Barefield, Walter Knight,
runn ing the same way we were,
Harlen Leonard, Woody Walder, and
but he was way out ahead of us.
Prof. Smi th , co-leader of the early
I d on't think he was aware of
Count Basie band.
the changes he had created. It
Bi.rd's idol was Leste r Young. And
was his way of play In g jazz, part
Charlie spe11t many hours doing h'is
of hi s own exoerience."
· ho mew or k ,_ which consisted of
The mid and la te forties were
c_a reful study o f Lester Young's
Bird 's best years. But it shoul d be
solos. Bird's ·•book s'' we re co mposed
mentioned that Bird never repeated
of a case of Pres's albums. Bird
himself , an d he remained a creative
rearoed al l of Pres's solos by heart,
mus ician until his death. His best
study ing puncti liously the nuances of
years were also his most chaotic
· tone th at made Lester Young the
ones. 'To put it simply , Bird had a
sa xo ph o11e's fir st ''president ."
hectic life filled with despai r.
Bird broke down Lester's unique
His horn was in an d out o f hock ,
methodology· and mastered his ' 'bag
consequefitly he often played on
qf tricks." Bird even adopted Prcs's
borrowed inst rum en ts. He lived from'
''false fingering'' which enabled Pries
day tO day, scrounged meals, and
to pay two notes with the same
'
changed
residences frequently. Bird
·pi_tch, but with different weight and
bi tterly hated segregation , and as a
'quality.
'
result of n1 s e xperi ences, ·his
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Special to tl1e Hilltop
PNS :' Given the white majori~tY 111
this country, arid the mostly- white
leadership, do you feel tbere's hope
for change - and what kind of change

would you wa nt to see?
LITTLE : The kind of change really
important now is that we do
something about prisor1s.
I kn ow the kind qf treatment
.
gtven
these human be111gs that the

"'

syste m has label ed crin1i r1als - they"
have no

rights after they go to
prison. The prisor1 system takes them

and pushes the m into holes and puts ,
them into solitary confineme~t lfor
five or te11 y ears and just forgets
about thern . Somebody needs t o
t.hink about these people instead of
pushing them back and forget t ing

about them .
I was lik e ar1other persor1 when
'
first
heard about tl1e Black Pant'her
Party . The average person on the
street al ways thought of it as a
v"iote11t organization . Tl1~r1 I saw their
free ambulance service and free
breakfast program i11 Winston-~alem ,
N.C., and I gained a lot of respect
~cause they were trying to save lives
instead of tak ing them .
PNS : This week you went to a
conference of black legislators in
Cali .f or r1 ia . Wl1 a t w e re yo u r
impressions?
l think people 11eed to go into it
' go
more deeply. If they could only

•••
'

into pri sons and see it for themselves.
I don't think they'd be sending
people to pri son s.

f NS : Wl1at do yo11 t.1i·1k

1 h t~ cu~rent

-

HILLTOP Staff Writer
What does it take to be tliie
reigning queen Of one of the mo5t.
prestigious Black colleges in the
country? The Hilltop decided to
contact the present queen to fiod
out.
Wanda Whiteside , .Miss Howard
1974-75, is scheduled to· give up her
crown tonight after a year of ''living''
her present role.
For Wanda , the year wa s
enjoyable and meaningful and one
she'il always remember. Although
she found the people more receptive
towards her away from campus. she
enjoyed representing the student
body. The events of which she
became a part helped her to make
new friends and build a higher degree
of confidence in herself . she said .

A se11i or and -an· acti'ng major in
tile College o f f.ine Arts . Wanda
prefers to call herself a11 artist , rather
tl1an ,an actr e'ss. She is from
Waukegar1 , llli noi~.
'.
.
Born on October
she is a
. 30, 1954,
,
Scorpion with defini te vi ews on what
she is about .
."As a11 a rti s~.
am actively .
involved in the ~ r eati v e process of
discarding established · Values and
redi scoveri r1g ne.gle,c ted l ones ," she
said _ '' New insigl1ts are .gained to
build colorful dimensions to my
life."
•
Such colo r is reflected in the smi le
whi ch she maint ains throu ghou t her
descript ion of her career both as a
student an d as Mi'ss Howard.
''My most mem orabl e role~ at
Howard were ''Tiger, ""fjger. Burning
Bright, " ' ' Black G.irl ,"1rnd ."Magical
Faces," she beamed. ''I particul<jrly
lik ed ''Magical. Faces'' because I was
abl e to go to churches and inner city
group s 'a nd recreatibnal Centers
•
throughout the , city . I became a
fantasy f igure for children ." It was
pleasurable. she said, "because she
loves children.
As Mi ss Howard , Wanda visited
l the Orange Blossom Classic in Miami
during November when Howard
match ed strength against Florida
A&M in footbal l~ She also made an
o ffi cial visit to Johnson Publ ication's
for a personal interview.

I

,

Oct. 10-12- New Birth , Joe Simon
and Special guest Gwen McCrae irl
a soul marathon at the Shady
Grove Music Theater in Rockville .
S h o~ tim es Friday 8 :00 p.m .,
Saturday 7 :00 p .m ., and Sur1day
two shows 5:00 p.m ., arid 8 :00
pJTI . Phorie (301) 948-3403 fo r
more informatior1 .
Oct. 11 - Grove r Washington arid ·
· Kool arid the Ga11g will appear at
Morgar1 State Unive1 sity at the
Hill Field House, in Balti1nore,
Md.
•

Oct . 13- Nat ali e Cole ancl the Jimmy
Castor Bu11ct1 at the Kenraedy
• Center. !:it1owt ime 8:00 p.m.
Oct . 17-12- Arena Stage preserits
Eugerie O' Neil's toweri11g classic
'
Long Day's Journey 11110 Night .
Fo1 more ir1f o rm<it icin call
638-6700.
Oct . 20Are t11a Frankl ir1 and Bl ue
Magic In Coricert at the Capi tal
Cer1tre . Sl1owti111e is 8: 00 p .m .

.

·-

-

j

Sembene, 52 , was "bor;n 111
southern : Senegal . He n e v e r
compl eted gra~e school. L ik~ his
fath er before hin1 , O u smane
originally fished for a living ir1 hi s
home village in West Afrika. He
see med destined to rerr1ai11 a nia11ual
laborerl L1r1til tt)e outbreak of_World
War ti disrupted his life .
He was draftee! Into .the F.rerTch .
Army in 1939 . Alano with seyeral

•

'

'
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Wan ~ a

Whiteside prepares topresent
crown to new Queen tonight .

Th is also sparked her i n t~re~t in
pu b lic rela t ions. N o w she is
conside ri ng that line of work as .ii
pos ~i bl e avenue to a successful
ca.reer . After gradute school . Wanda
sai d .she could end up either on stage,
1
or in a public relatio11s firm , or.both.
I~
talk ing about her future,
Wan?.a not only seem s eager , but
· conf der1t . '
.. ·
'' 'm a very futuristic pe rson," she
said .1 ''AnYthi11g tl1at gets'. in my Wily
to d isrupt -my composure, I throw it
as ide I because tomorrow that woy.14-"
have been in the past, and there is ho
reason to exe rt too much energy over
· somethi ng that has ' al rea d y
happened ."
• 1.
Whatever road Wand a chooses to
walk in the fu t ure, with such a
positive attitude, it is apt to be-'the
rigli~ one .

•

-

\

I.

I1IJ1e

lr1-Scl1ool brothers were here
early like tlie bird.
Beca11se the previous day they got
the word
nlhey 'lined up their shovels and
broorns alike
Just like well groorned soldiers
p reparing to fight
f hey got a11 ex tra boost- fro1n some
radio people.
A'// wl10 have fari cy nan1es
Like Yango. Soul Papa and Raymond

I:

I
Saint Jarnes.
Before the clean-up thing got on the
way
Soul Papa said gather around
brothers I've something to say
He said listen here young brothe~
this ain't no joke
'
I want you to clean this city with
every stroke.
Hey listen a littlp closer and cu t the
fun
And before we finish this will be

clean city number one,
As the brothers started down the
block sweeping and picking
Ever}t young-man proved he was nor
chicken
They cleaned the sidewalks, corners
and alleys coo.
And .they worked unselfishly until
they vvere through
They cove~d Chocolate City as best
they could
Cleaning diligently like we knew they
woud.
So to all the brothers and sisters who
did the do This poem is dedicated
solely to you .
1 '
Jack M. Smith

\__
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Stude11ts
Teachers
Scientists
'
Engineers_
Liiwyers

l

•

I

I.
..

All are interested in manageria l careers and presently
•
enrolled in the MBA Progran1 at ~ar11ard Bu si ne ss
School. Should you be here ?
I
·

1
Come meet with __
G_r_e_g~o_r_y~K~.~T~a~n~a~k~a~---of HBS here; on campu s ___O_c_t_o_
b_e_r_2~0----~
at the

.
t1un dred Black troops from the then
was made, it was just a matter of
''French'' colonie s, tie saw action in
gaining the necessary discipline," he
This man does things "
l\aly arid Ge rm a'ny. Retu rning to '· said.
on the air that no
•
''Most
of
my
people
couldn't
·c~vilian life, he ea rned a bo~two
no rmal, reasonably sane
read . so later i decided to explore
dollars a day . as a dock -wa r er in
man w ould ever do .
cinema." He accepted an inv·itation
Marsailles, France . He worked
t he
Atta bo y, Bill .
docks until 1960.
~ and studied film in Moscow.
Cinema has greater impact and
Today, the former docker is one
allows him to reach the Afrikan
o f Afrika' s most celeb rat ed
masses, he said . But he prefers to
filmr11akers. A poet, novelist , and
write because then he can ''stay in
short-s tory writer as well, he is
bed late ."
•
regarded as the ''leader of the new
' . in
ln s p i te o f success, Sembene
dynamic 1realism developing
remains rooted to his past . In fact.
Firench Afrikan writing."
his earlier experiences as a worker
Sembe ne , accompanied by h is
contributed raw material for most of
Cf11icago - bor11 wife, . visite d
his works .
vrasl1ington, D.C . earlier this year as
•
Like his books, hi s films project a
guests of the Howard Ur1 iversi ty Fi lm
'
view of life at the bottom of Afrikan
Society
. Mrs. Sembene served as
society as seen by the working class.
tfanslator to her French-speaking'
l n Borom Sarret the di rector depicts
l1usbar1d_
a day in the life of a young Black
~.
According to Ousmane, he
cart driver in the Senega lese capital ,-,~
decided to write beCause he had a
•
of Dakar. Described
as ''as ,.,
particula r view of life he wanted to
masterpiece of protest, yet free of ~
share with others. ''Once the decision
undirected rage''. the 20-minute film
portrays the growing inequalities ol
some Afrikan ,s ocieties.
.
.
Sembene explained that of all the
arts, Afrikan governments are most
•
sensitive about cinema because of its
I
power and importance_ ''But art's
·I
•
role is not to make life comfortable ,"
he said. '' It must show men as they
are." His most recent film, Xala. was
. cens o red in ten places by his
government, he added .
• ''My gre<ttest goal is making
Afrika a unified socialist state," the
greying - author declared . ''There' is
just no other way."
BILL ·O'CONNOR

Johrison

-
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Since his first unheral ed literary
effort in 1956, he haS'steadi1y gair1ed
wider recognition . His $l1ort arid
poi nted protest films have wori him
nu m erous awards , i11cluding Best
F.ilm, P hj,ladelph ia Black Film
Festival ( 1973) and Silve r Medal ,
' Moscow Festival ( 1971) .

Wanda became very active in
recrui~'ing for Howard during· the
' it.
su mmer month s and found
particularly enjoyable because she
'' li ke~ to encounter peopl'e in small
groups and on a very personal level ."

HARVARD
BUSINESS SCHOOL
I
•

From Fisherman
.
~::~,:~;':,
to Fi Im -make r
In forty years, Ousn1ane Sember1 e
has travel ed fr om oOscu re fisherro.an
to famous filn1maker 011 an indi rect ,
bewildering a11d Still to be completed
jourhey.
·
'

,/

''I wear m y tit le With ar1 extre me
amou nt of pride," she said. ''It's not
egdtism, just pride ."
j
~t 5.' 3'', Wanda is shorter than
most beauty queens and darker than
the carnpus queens . with whom she
s har e d the cover of Ebony
maga z ir1e's April edition. Her
clo"Se -cropped natural hugs tlie
contoured . features of her face. Her
bright eyes see n1 to sparkle wher1 sl1e
sm iles, reveal ir1g strong, even teetl1.

e

Photo

.

iby Venola Rolle

white mood of this country is.
Spec ifically white attit11des ;1bout
minorities and' crime?
LITTLE: I think racism is on the
increase in this country.
I've heard some white official~ ~3Y
that poor people - like fron 1 the
community that I c1rn ~ fron1--are
the Ones that are crin1i11 .11 ·;, t.1e ones
that are criminals, t:1e .J11r.s that need
to be sub.•ected to all th~ inhuman
conditions in r;risons, tliat need to be
put awa"/ and ;1ot turnE.d loJse. They
thi .1k alt the criminals .~ r '? going to be
let louse znd will t31 .e over the
world .
But they never ·talk pbcut Nixon,
or Rockefeller when 11 e sent in all
1
those men to shoot u:p
the Attic;1
prisoners, or the people who k illed
Ge.orge Jackson. They '. 'n ever come
out and say whO is a Crimi nal and
what criminal means.

po

7

Bowing Ou.t Miss 'Hpward: Reflects,

.

PNS : What are your thoughts aboLit
capital punishement in certain
cri mes. especially rape?
LITTLE : Rapists are crimina ls, but
they're sick and need help. ·
1 'm
n ot in favor of capitJl
punishment because I d on't feel th . t
takir1g ar1othef pe~son's life is .!Joing
1.o help anyth ing. But when you're
~ alking about giving 30 years o r life
~o a pe rson, you're talk ing aboutEut t ing _ t_he1n in the, gas chamber.
rnd th is IS what they re doing to Our
~eopl e. They're putt ing them in for
yecirs and turn ing them down Tor
pa.r ole cor1stantly. They're never
~01ng t ~ let them out, especial ly if
!hey go 1n and speak tl1eir minds.
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Joan ti ~e Talks of Change

•
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Filmaker Ousame_Sembene called fpr an exchange of films between Afrikans
andAfro - Ameri c;_~nsduring a visit here.
:

.Sembene prqvided perhaps the
clearest insight into his works and
achievements when he said, ''What I
am t rying to do is show Afrikans
some of the deplorable conditions
under which they live. It is, after all,
the Afrikans who will ultimately
bring about change in Afrika - not
the Americans or the French or the
Russians or the Chinese ."
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FOUR WEEKS !
TUES . OCT . 14 thru SUN . NOV . 9
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SUPER SOUL MARATHON
FRI . OCT . 10 thru SUN . OCT . 14!
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0

•

..GET DOWN' " :·oRO WNING IN THE SEA OF LOVE"
SPECl~LGUESTSTA~ '

,

·· se MY

ROCKING C HAI~ "

'
, INFORMATION ONLY : (301) 948-3400
.
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P H O NE C HARGE : 948-3403
G R OUP INFO : 949 . 3410

I
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Foo tball:

In Sports

Howard vs. Delaware St.
Soccer:
Rooters vs. .Clemson

,I

1

Preside nt'
Anderson'?

Baseball:
Bison Stickmen •s. Georgetown

1

Volleyb all : .

Bisonettes vs. fede ral City

•

Tennis:

H.U. 'Netters' vs. Geo.rge Wash ington

Blacks Sue H.U. Wins Defensive Tug-of-Wa.r
ABC
by Roy Betts
HILLTOP Sports Editor

1

A coalition of Black organ_izai~ ons
has fi led a petition charging the
Am·erican Broadcasting Co. (ABC)

and six Southern television affil fates
with racial discrimination in college

footbal l te lecasts, accordi.ng t~ · an
Oct. 3 article in the Daily World
newS'paper .
Alvin 0. Chambliss an attorney
for t he North Mississippi Rural l!egal
Serv ices said a petition for license
revocation was mailed to the Federal
colnmunications Com_mission for
action against TV stations WAGB ,
Greenwood, Miss.; Baton Rouge.Ila .;
WHB O, Memph is, Tenn., and KlJRK,
Houston, Tex.
T he petition was filed .in tht; name
of lcical Black groups in eacti c!ty,.
Stating that si nce 1969 there have
been only tour football telecasts
involving the tearyls of traditionally
Black 'colleges, Chambliss -l'S aid ,
thi rty-eight per cent of the viewing
audiences in the six areas was Black
and that failure to schedu le games of
Black. colleges showed a substantial
segment of each communilY w~i not
being ser~ed .
Tom Hansen, program di recter tor
the NCAA's television committee,
said he was unaware of the
coalition's complaint.
He added, ''\ can't tel l you that
the charge ... 'is erroneous. Black
institutions have be~n on television
every year of the last five years and
they also have played in Division 11
and Ojvision Ill champion hips,
which are telev ised."
For a number of years , ABC and
its affiliates have had the major
contract with the NCAA to televise
coll ege football games. This includes
national and regional telecasts.
Seve r al of the · games aired
nationally involved large Southern,
predominately white schools and the
tunes of 'Ole Dixie' was often Jieard
, ~ as t he bands played and the cro~ds
waved Confederate flags .
On the othe'r hand, an anti-war
1> halftime
show prepared bV the
University of Buffa lo band was
whi ted-out (blacked-out) from a
regional telecast during the 1969
season on the grounds that it was
''too political ."

-

I
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by Natha n Bobian
HI LLTOP ,S ports reporter
I T he ''M ighty Men in Blue and
White'' inched by the undefeated
Florida A'&M Rattlers in a defensive
battle 6-0, in the annual
Opportunities lndustrial-ization
Center, Inc. (Q IC), Football Classic.
Saturday (Oct . 4) in Ph iladelphia's
Veteran S Stadium while 18,700
spectators watched.

•

•

(

•

In a scoreless ''ti!g-a-war'' first
half, the Bison prayed h~adsup
defense . Led by linebacker , Tyrone
Fambro, the Btue .machine hurdled
blockers all over the field to total 10
tack les and 6 assists . On offense
Halfback,' Anthony Tapp grinded out
71 yards, 9 attempts and an 18 yard
sprint from scrimmage . Over all, the
Blue Men rushed 23 times tor a well .
earned 93 yards. T hey passed for 38
yards and penalized for 55 yards.
The punting of Darryl Bridges
drove the rattlers into their territory
most of the eveni~Q. The senior
punted 7 times as Oppose to A&M's 8
averaging 36.5 yai"d'i per kick, with
only 5 returned.
After a spectacular half time .
display of talent by the ''Soul
!steppers," Howard University' s
Marching Band, the ' ' Mighty Men in
Blue and White'' hurriedly put .6
points on the score board .
Quarterback Michael Ba!lks sparked
the offense by rifling' th'e ball into
the hands of wide-receiver, Darryl
Dennis who uncontestedly crossed
the goal line, whil e Jhe r.rowd

I

Photo by Norbert Bai s
The Bison's own Tyrone Fambro and Anthony Tapp are pictu r~d above shortly
afte r receiving their Mmst Valuable Player Awards in Saturdav's OIC Classic (
at Philade lphia. Howard defeated Florida A&M 6-0.
'
•

jumped out of their $4, $9, S,1 f.50,
and $500 seats, roaring the Bison on
to victory. Julius GarTible missed the
extra point.
Late in the fourth' quarter, A&M
picked off one of 6'2'', Michael
Bank s' passes inside HU's 20 yard .

line. The rattle rs rushed inside the 5
yard line. Th e Bison forced a fu~ble,
· recovered it, and secured their 6-0
win over tile Rattlers, for an ove ~all
record of 3-1 and 1-1 in the MEAC .
This near win over the Rattl ers ,
'
'Who beat the Bison 17-13 at the
Orange Bowl Classic (1974) j in
Miami, Fla., brightens the hopes ot a 1
placement in a post season NC A ·
Division 11 Bowl.
T h is weekend the ''Mighty Me 1n
Blue and White'' will' tackle Dela.
•
· State College 1n Dover, . I.,
Saturday (Oct. 11) at 2PM. The j
Bisons hosted Delaware State last
season and decisively won 30·7.

Identical Scores, ·3-1

Booters Win Twice
•
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Two of npankind's mos! inspir.atlon.il im.i~e~
united in ~ne be.,utiful symbol wrough1 w11h
ancienl lr.adition - a reminder 1hat we art all
!-' ;
one. Each ~autifuJ Unity Sym~I _Pend.Int i\
..
handcrafted gold or silver wilh ·con1ras11ng !mOOlh
·.~.
.ind flO<'en1ine SJrfaces, mea~res two inches long, is
\~ available plain or k1 with y-di amond:Like spi~el , and
· co mes with a matl hing 1wen1y-fou r •nch ch•1n. The
Uni ty Symbol Ptnd.i'nt - ari expression of love for all
mankind . A very special gif1.
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Alw • •• •l•ble in {4 K•••! Gold w/ 14 K. told ch • •n
•n d 9 pt . di•mon~ . Price on roqde.>I .
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EBONY MAGIC AFFAIR .
I

When you hear the word 'senior'
you th ink of General Roney and you
wonder where this 6 foot 3 inch 240
Linco·J11 Peddie leads tl1e cl1 arge as the Boo ters begi11 to roll alo11g.
pound tower of ·strength has been.
by Borkai Sir\eaf
T he answer to that quest ion is
HILLTOP Sports reporter
that he was on defense but .was
On the 1st of October Coach
of the game . The cente r forward
hidden by the likes of Ben Harris, • Lincoln Phillips and the Bison
scored that goal with his head .
Glen Davis and J uan Burns. IR oney
Boaters left Howard University for
With about ten minutes left to
was a starte r fo r coach Freeman's
Alderson Broadus And Davis Elkins
play, Yomi Bamiro, a sophomore
heralded defensive unit. So what
on a scheduled two. game tour, and
from Nigeria, graciously put the last
does herdo his junior year? Answer,
nail in to Alderson Broadus 's coff in:
returned victorious, winning both
'
he switches and becomes a' starter at
games 3-1.
ceiling the 3-1 win .
(,
offensive tackle.
• •
The second game with Davis
The
game
at
Alderson
Broadus
Offensive line coaCh Billy
Elkins was the second time the
started
at
a
fast
pace
with
both
teams
Man ning says, ''what Roney lacks in
schools have met in four years and
putting
out
thei
r
best
in
offense
and
,
experience, he malces up for it in
the Boaters have been the victor
defense.
Fifteen
minutes
into
the
confi den.ce'' . The big fellow from
both times. According to Coach
first
half
the
defense
of
Alderson
Forth Worth, Texas said, '' I made the
Lincoln Phil lips, th is was the easier
Broadus
weakened
after
five
minutes
move to offense to make up 'for the
of the two games.
of continous storming by the Boate rs
loss of some graduated seniors''.
F ive minutes after the game
offense led by Lincoln Peddie .
Coach F reeman calls Roney the
started, Yomi Bam iro lashed out a
Peddie, who has been in the be'st
meanest p layer on the Bison team.
devastating shot that made Davis ·
of form this season ; received a pass
Roney hopes wi th an addition of
Elkin's goalkeeper leap to safety,
from t he midfield and, orl a solo
t wenty pounds fro m lifting, weights
thus giving the Boaters their first foal
effort, beat two defenders of
his · professional chances would be
and the kind of incentive they
Alderson Broadus to put the Boaters
great.
needed to win the game. ·
in t.he lead with a sizz_ling shot that
He q u ick ly adds t hat if the p ros
Davis Elkins, try ing to save their
werit ·ta t he far ri ght Corner.
are ready ": for a 240 pou nd quick
pride, caught the Boaters defense f~at
After twenty-five minutes of
tackle theri lie is ready fo r the pros.
footed, and wasting no time they e
intense playing in the fi rst half,
But unt il then he will just be a Bison
quickly capitalized on the mistake by
with a lot of confidence.
midfield man Michael Davy made a
scoring a goal to tie the score at on~
clever reve r se pass to Mai:io
al l. After that goal it was a see-saw
The Ho ward University Women'S
Mclennon who made a blank side
battle, as both teams were in. top
run and unleashed a deadly shot
notch condition.
Basketball team will be having
which the goalkeeper unwillingly
After several clear misses by the
• gave to Lincoln Peddie. This put
tryou ts very soon!!!
Boaters, Yomi Bamiro, with an assist
Howard on the score board for the
from Li ncoln Peddie, scored and
second time, giving the Boaters a
second goal wh ich put the Boaters in
All intetesled famales please
comfortable 2-0 lead .
the lead for good.
contact
- The second half saW Alderson
The third and final goal was
Broadus offense coming in with new
scored by Mario MC Lennon, a senior
.Ms. Sylvia Groomes at Burr igym.
strategies and a few minutes later
from J am aica on a corner kick from
they scored their one and only gocil
t he left corner.
•
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'r' CABARET 'STYLE''
Simi-formal
.
'
F IDAY EVE~,' OCT. 10, i.1975 ~ ·
10 p.M •. 3 'A.M. : • 'I
FREE ART SHIW
at the
FREE &AME ROOM
AMBASSADOR HOTEL Plng·ball pln·ball.
'. 1412. KSt. N.W.
b.11111ard.
·featuring
1

•

.
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•

BLACK HORIZON
BY POPULAR DEMAND BAND &SHOW
Donation= I
$5.00 at door
.In advanc e
mEE BEER
FREE BEER
•

I

•

•

•

' FREE 61FT FOR THE MOST RAVISHING COUPLE''

•

T ICKETS ON SALE AT CRAMrToN BOX OFi FICE
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KAPPA ALPHA PSI

by M.aurice Cod'y
HILLTOP Sports reporter

I

Quite fraii.kly, I knew ''The
Meditator'' and the 'T' man were
sure bets for the MV P awards . To
refi-esh your memories, Famb~o was
the game's MV P Defensively and
'
Tapp MVP Offensively.
'.
Also in the 'national Black coll ege
football scene, Grambling College
defeated Oregon St. 19-12. I've
alwa t s said, ''Give Gramgling a
chance aQainst SOl)'le of the big w hit e
schod,ls and don't be surprised if they
win _
In soccer action, our OVJn Linco1n
Peddi~ is off to a t,ilazing st~rt. He
has scored six goals in the last th ree
matches the Boo·ters have had_ (For
more details, see the story on :the
1
Boo~ers
by H I LL TO P Sports
repor~ ed Borkai Sir leaf.) I
.
The Howard
Universitv Women 's
.
Volle:yball team opened '· its seas~n .
".,
Tuesday against lmmacu lata and
Geo jrge Washington in Burr
gyn:inasium. (Refer to the article
1
writtf n by HILLTOP Sports reporter
Andrea Shelton.)
I might add th~t the Bison 'f emales
see~!" .to be stronger ,and tall er t~is
seascf. Two main reasons for t his
improvement are Wi nsome Davi dson
'
and ~ani
Symmonette.
Ttlese two fine ladies who live in
ihe Bahamas have played the ga me of
vol)eYball for a nu m ber o f years in
top-hatch international ,; leagues'
featJring teams from China, Japan ,
and j Russ ia. Their performances
shou1d be ' something each Howa{"d
spor!s shou ldn't want to miss.

0

Roney Is the
' 'Meanest'
•

game~!

A fu·nny thing happened in
Philadelph ia last weekend. Dr. Carl
Anderson, Vice Presi dent for Student
Affa irs, was introduced as the
President of Howard University
·during an OIC festivl ty.
Now, I knew there had been an
error in Dr. Anderson's introd11cti,on
and other Howard perSons were
aware of the mistake as well. But,
Florida A&M fans didn't ~now that
D~. ~nderson is the V.P. 1ior Student
Affairs and t~at Dr. Jam~ E. Cheek
is , i.n fact, the President of Howard
University .
In using this cdmical situatiOn, l
am merely 1saying to Dr. Cheek that
his presence at more Bison athletic
activities would boost team spirit and
school mprale. And , Dr. Cheek, you
wouldn't have to worry about people
making wrong introductions or
saying you're some place1 when
you're not .
So much for that. h-he game
between Howard and Floridil A&M
started out to be a bundle 'of errors
and penalties. The Bison wou!d move
the bat1 within the Rattler's 20 and
sudden,ly we 'd get a bad case of
,''butterfingers'' or the 'ref' woul(:I
decide he shqu1~ throw a flag to
attract attention.
But we managed .)6 pul l through
6-0 on a pass frortf Mike Banks tb
Darryl Dennis.
I wduld like to congra tulate Bison
middile linebacker Tyrone Fambro
and halfback Anthony ' Tapp for
Outstanding efforts in last Saturday's

'

HILL TOP Sport1 Editor
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Bullets Edge Nets,
Dr. J· Hits 36

The Howard University Women's
Volleyball Team hosted a triangle
meet Tuesday opening its season
against lmmaculata College · and
George Washington Uni versity .
The ladies were suCcesSfu l in
defeating lmmaculata in the be'st two .
of three games in a series, winning
15-11and15-3.
The lead seesawed throui:ihout the
first game with Howard finally
getting ahead with plays originating ,

1HILL TOP Contributing Editor

not even tall by pro standards . Yet it
_is a 11 justified. In a g'a me of giants,
seldom has one man stood so tall.
It has been said that once Dr . J is
in the air, no one can stop him. He
was in the air quite a few times at th e
Centre, on occasion taking even Elvin
(The Big El Hayes to the hoop . When
not shooting, he was passing o ff to
his teammates--the mark of the truly
great players .
1

basketball fans got their money's
worth out ' of Dr. J. (Julius lrving)I
and . the Washington Bullets~ (in that
order) last Saturday night.
The Bullets took on the New
York Nets in the second game of an
ABA-NBA double header at the
Capital tentre. While basketball is
still in its exhibition season, more
than 19,000 fans paid to see th;t
Bullets edge Dr . J. and his boyst

The game had something for
everybody. It had seldom played
Bullet, Clem Haskins, hitting a 30
foot jumper with three secon ds letf
to salvage the game for the home
team. It featured the area debut o f
, Davel Bing, formerly of Spingar~
High School, as the new startin iy
guard.
The contest also had big man We ~
Unseld, seemingly no longer plagued!'
by the nagging knee problems of
previous seasons.
Blit most of all the game had
Julius Irving, better known as ''The
Doctor ." The Net's superstar was
devastating. He displayed a scorin_g
prowess the likes of which have not
been seen since Buffalo's Bob
McAdoo ran the Bullets ragged
through seven games of the· NBA
quarterfinals last spring. (And folks
Wondered why the Bullets had li ttle
left when it came down to thl!
fina ls!)
~. Irving worked hi s magic Saturday
night, scoring 36 points in as many
minutes. One cannot help- but be
amazed at the accolades which ,are
heaped upo11 Irving , who at 6'6' ': is
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Bisonette Debbie Rieho <d (No. SJ is
in ·,n •n> io us
by• HILLTOP photog<•phe<, IS the HoW•<d
Woinen's Volleyball tea111 opened its season a!!ainst lmmacu lata College Tuesday evening.
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Cunningham Brothers
Give Bisons a Lift :

'

by Karen Ma ckey
'
HILL TOP Sports reporter
Kevin and Daria Cunningham,
from Fredericksburg, Va ., the only
brother team on the Howard BISons,
weighing In at a combined 525 lbs.
ave raging a height of 6'6 '', both
playin g d efensive tackles, have
proven to be a pair worth watching
dur ing this football season.

•

'

Hornets game

l~ ambro

Asked about his contribut ion to
~he game, the graduate of Detroit
North Hi!=!h School said, ' 'I did
nothing out of the ordinary."
A graduate of I .C. North High
School , Portsmouth , Va., Tapp
attributes his success to ''practicing
hard all wee k· long." In additi on, the
,5'11'' sen ior said, ''No good back
makes it without a good line."

by Andrea Sh elton
HILLTOP Sports reporter
The 75-76 Intramu ral Football
Program got underway last Su nday .
This year the schedule features nine
teams in two divisions inc luding
·professional schools, fraternities and
dormitories.
The rules have bee·n changed from
flagba!l to two-hand touch in order
to better prepare the teams fo r
participation in th e . D .C .
'
Metropoli tan Extramural Association
games. Results of last week's games
were : LaW School - 12, Howard
Hos .pita! Staff - 0 ; Dental
School-forfeit, Medical School - win ;
Thunderdogs-w in, Omega - forfeit;
Kappas-forfeit, A l phas-forfei t;
Penthouse Playboys-20, Meridian
Hill - 0 ; ~nd Architecture - 6, Cook
Hall-6 .
Games to be played Sunday ,
October 12 are expected to featu i-e
the Medical School and Law School,
the Hospital Staff and Dental School,
t he T.1underdogs and Kappas, the
Alphas and Omega, the Architecture
and Business School, anti Cook Hall
and Meridian.
Games start at 10 a.m. and
continue through the afternoon .

.

Sel ected 1MEAC Player of the
week and MVP of the Wayne State
game, Tapp said, '' I prepare myself
meritally as well as physiCall y.
Running the ball takes a lot of
mental toughness." With an eye on
the pros.the 182 lb . black says
'' practice everyday maintains ...
physical make-up."
After defeating the Rattl ers 6-0 in
a defensive battle, Fambro and Tapp
smilingly received their trophies as
the ''Soul Steppers'' played and the
crowd cheered .

•

Kevin, who JS a junior, played
basketball and football in high 1
school, and Dana, 'a freshman, played
basketball and football in high
school, i n which he made
a ll -conference in both sports. ~
according to the older Cunningham .
This reporter -was ' interested to
know if the brothers have ever been
pitteQ in direct competition with
each other. Kevin answered, ''When
we played football in h igh school , at
one time I playe~ offense, while
Da.na played· defense. and I beat h im .
''But when Dana played offense
and l played defense. he beat me .
Those were the only two times we
have eVe r played aga inst each other."
Ke.vin started at the. end of his
freshman year. Dana is a freshman.
Bo th the brothers had many
opp ortunities to play at other
sChools. 01'1 choosiri'g Howard, Kevin
sa id ~ ''I'm glad I decided to come
'
i1etf-:''
'When asked about the rules and
regulations involving football, the
brothers . were in agreement . Da~a
said, '' Rules and regulations are an
adjustment to anybody, but you
must have t hem in order to function
as a unit."
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The team functioning as a unit is
important to the defensive linemen.
Kevin ex pressed satisfaction with the
position he is playing and says there
is a good atmosphere among the
pl"2yers. However, according to Dana ,
he{ doesn't want to be a~efensive
lineman next year . He refers to
himself as,'' ... a man of many feats."
· ''l haven't gotten the chance to
play as much. The coaches tell me
I'm the quickest and fastest lirieman ,
and I can 'double-team' and
0
'down-block better than anyone
else/ but r·m on the bench collecting
splinters .' '

,
a

,,,.,.
"i
" j'.
.

' <

:t9ana continues : ' 'I feel I have, a
goo d attitude, I'm the best, and
when game time comes I am very
serious." Hi s remarks about the team
as a whole were, ' 'There are some
good athletes that just haverl 't been
discovered. There are too many 'city
boys', we need more hard country

tl
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-boys ."

•
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• Kevin ·-said, ''I put out 120% when
I "go on the playing field.'' As for the
South Carolfna State game he said.
''SCS has good athletes, but we're
good. sound team also. ·A _lot of'
people Jost confidence in us when we
lost ..to SCS, but we didn't lose
confidence in ·ourselves."
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-

7:00-9: 30 Faculty Niifit Fri.
12:00-4:00 Sat., Sun. ,_

'

North Gym
6:00.-9:30 Mon. thro Fri.
12:00--4:00 Sat., Sun.
Handball Courts
6:00-9:00 Mon. thru Fri.

12:00--4:00 Sat., Sun.
Wei;,t Room
•
6:00-9:00 Mon. thro Fri.

•

.........
.
LINCOLN KILPATRICK · GEO ANNE SOSA · BARBARA CARRERA

Swimming Pool ,
7.- IJQ- 9.-30 TTh

6.-IJQ-9.-30 MWF
12: 1JQ-4:30 S.t., Sun.

'

•

•

South Gym

'.

of ''Billy Jack''

of :'Superlly,"

•

•

•

-

1915 - 76'REC'REATIONAL ACTIVITIES SCHEDULE

BURR GYM
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Intramural
Football
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by Nathan Bobian
HILLTOP Sports reporter
Howard University's middl e
linebackers, Tyrone Fambro and
halfback , Anthony Tapp received thk
Most Valuable Defpnsive anb
offensive Player awards respectivel y
at the Opportunities Industrialization
Center Inc. (01C) Annual Football
Classic betlf~en the Bison and the
Rattelr s of Florida A&M
(Tallahassee, Fla.) in Philadelphia ,
Saturday .
A native of Detroit , Mich. ,
Fambro started for the first time th:s
season in a Bison uniform since he
transferred from the Univ . of
Nebraska last season . Fambro said , ··1
owe my success to the horses
(linemen) and to Allah ."
After sitting out a year, and not
traveling with the team on aw;ry
games, the vegetarian trUly took
advantage of his- fir st big break by
,,.,.. (oaming in every corner of the fielCI
to total 10 tackles and 6 assists for·
the evening.

i
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Tyrone
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by Robert Utsey
HI LL TOP Sports reporter
The Bisons of Howard University
will play the H.orne ts of Dela,ware
State College , Saturday, October 11 ,
at Del aware State. The Bi sons are
4 -1-1 in the conference and tiave
'
compiled
a 2-1 record this season.
Their . only loss was a 27-0 shutout
from South Carolina State' s
•
Bulldogs .
Alt hou gh Howard, 45-0, and
Delaware State. 44 -0, both notched
1mpress1ve victories over the
Un ive r si ty of Maryland Eastern
Shore, Howard' will prove to be
State's top contender this year.

An tlio ny Tapp
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•
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Fambro & Tapp

OIC MVPs

Howard . ,.Q9w.n froT the preVious
1
game, Howard lagged behind and
didn't f t a boost Jntil late in the
1
game. t.psi ng by 13-3 ," th_e y began to
muster confidence when they gained
possessi hn ~n violatiOr.is by GW. As
hard as~ they tried, t!ley could not
overcorr;ie the deficit, and lost 15-1 1.
Despjte the results of the meet
which left Howard on~ and one.
Head Coach Jacky Cody had praise
for the team . He cited the -improved
performances of re"turnees Jackie
Smith, Le s.lie Norri s, Deborah
Richards, and Sandra Johnson.
.\
•
New sq uad m~mbers incluelei
Andrea Blackwell , a transfer student
from OCT; Angela Townes, a
fresh man from NJ; and Jackie
Taylor, '3 second year student.
Of "part icular n~ are two ot~~r
new membe rs:i Patti Symonette and
Winsome ''Ski'nny' ' Davidson. Bbth
ti ai I fror, the Bahamas, where t~ey ·
mount~d s~ven year~ playing
1
ex
peri
e·nce
between
them.
c
With this ·-added depth, Assistant
•~
• Coach Sylvia Grooms feels Howard
can im1Jrove its fourth · pl~ce
~
tou rnament posi tion from last year
by winning the MISAW
. ~
' 0
· cha mpionsl1ip to be held in the
0
.c
spring .
The ' next regular season · game 1s
'
Tuesday, October 14.
I

'
•

Down by one with three seconds
left, Nick Weatherspoon tossed a pass
in to reserve guard Haskins who
dribbled once and hit the deciding
basket .
Even for Bul let fans. the score was
simply ici ng on the cake.
, Sweeter than the wil) was Dr. J.
Midway through the game, an
uncontested fa st break had a Nets
guard and Dr . J . racing alone towards
t~e basket. The Doctor , sensing that
the crowd would not se ttl e for a
' ·lmple layup , effortlessly performed
a two-handed, back o f the head,
reverse dunk.
Appropria te ly , th e crowd
ak;k nowl edged the show that was
given for their benefit . The
· basketbal l aficionadoes were still
delirious for some time after the play
had ended .

on • its first possession making ~he
score 3-0. GW came back , g9i ng
fll head 6-3.
l After a time out, Howard brOlijlt
~he . game back within reach ..Jith
$trong offensive plays by Le~lie
Nbrris, Jackie Smith, and WiWinsd me
oavidson. The flurry of offen~ive
I
'
plays
put Howard on top 11-9. GW
ral lied at ·the end to-.win 15-12.
The second game in the series· was
t he hiost difficu lt of the evening for

from serves delivered by Angela
Townes .
The second game 1n that series
was never rea'lly a contest. Howard
le.d al I the way and won 15-3.
Tile· secon~ game pitted
lmm,aculata against George
Washington. It was an easy victory
for the latter, 15-11and15-1.
The third and most exciting game
featured Howard and George
Washington. Howard took the lead

•'

In the end, however, it was the
consistent scoring by several Bullets,
Including Hayes (25 points), Chenier
(24 points), and Riordan (16 points) ,
that kept them in the lead. In the last
tvvo minutes the Bullets almost let it
gol with Dr . J scoring four points and
Hayes and Unse'ld missing two foul
shbts a piece.

109-108.

Volleyball Team ·Is 1-1'

by Andrea Sl1elto11
HIL LTOP Sports reporter

byc.K.e.;b.,

Washington, D.C., Oct. 7--0.C.
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ANNEX GYM
•

Swimming Pool

5:00- 9:3() Mon. thiu Fri.
12:00--5:00 Sat., Sun.

-

•

ULO SCHIFRIN · DELORES TAYLOR · PiHILIP PARSLOW
Dirtt1N~

-.
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Howard shortstop Cil.lvin Smitll slides sarely into second base against Geor!;e Washington
University as the Bison 'dc [eated G.W. 10-7 in a very crucial contest. The victory
increased Howard's record to 12-5 and will enable the squad to play George Mason
ror its fust Fall BascbaU titl!l,, at G.M. Game time is set for 12 noon tomorrow.

•

•

• Lll\!COLN
N .W., Wash .

Main Gym
5:00-9:30 Mon. thru Fri.
12: 1JQ-5.- 00 S.t., Sun.

11 :00-5:00 Sat., Sun.

Bl
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• FAlRFAX CIRCLE

Cycling

~ 01

THEATRE
NOW
'. SHOWING

•

•

PG ,AIOOAL QJIDANCI WGGlSTU

I

•

OUTSIDE

'
l't•N ~

E•tnti•• l'....i.c.,

FRANK LAUGHLIN
!

•

M.oio: ~

Fairfax, Va .

1

wSHIRLEY DUKE #1
Alexandria. Va .
e AMC'S CARROLL TON 6
New Carrollton. Md.
e VIRGINIA #1
Frederlcklbu~. Va .
e ANDREWS MANOR

•

I

• WH'EATON PLAZA #1
wheaton,

Md.

" HAMPTON MALL #1
t..argo, Md .

•ABC D.I.
oxon

t1

H i ll, Md.

ROCKVILLE .MALL #1
Rockv ille. Md .

t1

Tl\.;OLI
Frederick. Md .

Camp Spring, Md.
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you could talk to Dr. Cheek, what would .
you tell him is the most pressing problem
facing
students?
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Worship schedule for Saint
George's Church :
Sundays: Holy Eucharist at 7:30
a.m. 9 a.m. and 11 a.m. Evensong,
First Sundays at 6 p.fn.
_
Weekdays : Ho ly Euch.arist;
Moildays, Wednesdays and Fridays at
1 2 o'clock noon. Tuesdays and
Thursdays at 7 a.m.

•

.

The Pre-Medi cal Pre-Dental Club
is now acceptir1g membership . This 1
o rganizatior, pr0vides interviews with
profession<il schoo l recruiters,
counseling, tutorial assistance,
information pertaining to careers in
Health Care delivery, and research.
The Pre-Medical /Pre-Dental Clu b also
sponso rs various programs such as
Med. Start and Dent. Start.
t
All in terested students may come
by Aoor:i G-09 Biology Greenhou,se
Building, or call the Pre-MedJDent.
Club Office 636-6946 or telephone
291 -276a3, 636-5301 after 6 p.m. for
further information.

- lnternationail
Students

;

The International Students
Association will have a general
meeting today (Friday, October 10)
in Douglass Hall , Rm. 116 at 4 p.m.
Plans will be discussed for the
upcoming Homecoming
' 'International Expo''.
A 11 lnternati'onal students are
invited to attend.

Th e expanded speed reading
courses are open to all students. You
may sign ~p in the LASC office or
UGSA office. Cost is ten dollars . For
information, call LASC at 636-7010,
or UGSA at 636-6918.

INTERNATIONAL CALENDAR
October 17
• '' International Expo' ' from 11
a.m. to 6 p.m. Featuring delicacies
from around the world. and
inforrhation on different countries.
October 24
Welcome Party sponsored by the
International Student Associatiion for
freshmen, new and old ret urning
students at the College of Dentistry .

·

LA.Juniors
•

Juniors interested in working on a
fl oat o r car for the Homecoming
Parade please meet in Cook Hall
Lounge on Monday. October 1:J,
1975 at 7 p.m. All Liberal Arts
Jun iors are wel come. J UNIOR
REPRESENTATION IN THE
HOMECOMING PARADE '

•

Meridian Hill Multi-Purpose Am.
GENERAL M/'ETING
I
Wednesday, October 15, J975
Cook Hall Lour.JJP,.

Soc-Anthro Club
The 'S ociology -Anthropology Club
will ha've a meeting on Wednesday
Oct. 15. 1975, at 12:00 for the
election of officers.
The roo
.
, m will be
announced. Watch for posters!

Films

I

I

I

• A musical group ,the
''Copestetics'' who have played with
such names .as ·the Moments, Harold
rJlelvin, Gwen McRae, will be co~ing
'),to Howard to participate in the
<Homecoming Variety Sh ow, O~t. 14,
They cire desperately in need of
overnight acc<,mmodations. 1f j you
wouldn't mind sharing your room,
call 636-4165 (late eves.) , Help
would be greatly appreciated!!
• Help Wanted
Persons needed to ,help out 1with
Momecoming Variety show. Hosts
and hostesses, decorators, drivers,
hel~rs . Call 636-4 165 (late eves.).

11(Jt'<Jr , llt
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Art Show

•

Poetry
Reading
'
.
.

Multi-Media Show
StanleV White's ''Beyond Human
Understanding," music, dance,
poetry, sculpture and ~ l ides "rill be
presented, 8 p_m,, Ira Aldridge
Theatre today.

Sharon Welch. will read poems
rorn he(. unp~bl ished co11ection,
'Odds 'n 'Ends ." Wednesday, Oct.
15; 4 p.m., Founders :. Library,
Browsing Room .

l
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THO VSANDS ON FILE
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HOWARD UN I VERSITY
STUDENT ART EXHIBITION, 5,30
, .. m .. Howard University Art •Gallery.

Dr. M. Fe ldman, Professor,
Department of Chemistry, will speak
on ·:Basic Concepts of Acidity,"
today, noon - 1 p.m. ~ Chemistry
· Bldg. Room G-6 and 7.

Emergency Loan Fund
AFRICAN EDUCATIONAL
FOUNDATION OF AMERICA
'.A non - prof i t organization
incorporated to provide a · service
program of research, le~al,
informational and material help for
Afrikan s'tudents studying in the
United St ~ tP.s·.
Saturday, October 18th

Afrikan refreshments
provided by the students.
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Chemistry · .
Colloquium •
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Museum of African Art
318
A Street, Northeast
'
Capitol Hill , Washington. D.C.
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Teaching and
Training
TNT will meet on Vlonday,
October 13, 1975, at 8 p.m. The
topic of discussion will be the
''Authority of the Bible''. TNT will
take place in Thurman Lo~nge,
lQCated in the lower level of Ran kin
Chapel.
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